
A IT ACK ON prlntworkers 
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Murdoch Is just the first boss to 
take advantage of the victories 
won by his class In the last round, 
especially the victory over the 
miners. 

SPINELESSNESS 

Central to his chances of 
,success are the anti-union laws 
and the spinelessness of the official 
labour movement. All effective 
trade union action is Illegal in 
this country. Already injunctions 
have been served on the T&G. 
The leaderships of the NGA and 
SOGAT insist that they will not 
-bTeak the law. This simply means 
that they will not fight. 

No lasting victories can be 
won unless both the Tory laws 

, and the TUC's grip on the unions 
are broken. Every success that 
the bosses can chalk up will encou
rage more to attack. The other 
press barons, Matthews, Maxwell 
and the rest, are already bringing 
forward their plans to cut jobs 
and copy Murdoch. They will not 
be alone. 

WON'T FIGHT 

The success of the bosses' 
attacks has strengthened the posi
tion of those in the labour move
ment who have always believed 
that, since they can't (or won't) 
beat the bosses, they might as 
well join them. Hammond of the' 
EETPU Is the representative and, 
'no doubt, organiser, of these 
traitors. Throughout the autumn 
he colluded with Murdoch in re
cruiting scabs to run the Wapping 
plant. At the same time he nego
tiated some eighteen 'single-union' 
sweetheart deals with other 
employers. 

The TUC itself positively invites 
the contempt with which Hammond 
and the bosses treat it. At every 
turn It has shied away from fight-

ing. The plans of Murdoch, S?ah 
and compan have been pubhcly 
01 t"ne t:.r:..J 

common knowledge. Even after 
they have led to the sacking of 
5,000 workers the supposed leader
ship of the unions cannot summon 

I 

up the courage to expel Hammond:2 
and his union. The gentlemen of' 5 
the General Council, who did as ~ 
little as they could during the ~ 
miners' strike, will do even less-; 
,!o help the printers. For them, g 
the whole business of strikes,:: 
pickets, blacking and solldarity . .3 
Is an interruption to business as (Jl 

usual, an obstacle to getting back ~ 
on speaking terms with the bosses ..., 
and their government. 

NEW TECHNOLOGY 

A sucessful opposition will 
be based on a rejection of such 
politics. ' In the print for example, 
it is not the new technology which 
threatens jobs, it is the control 
of the new technology by Murdoch. 
For him It Is a route to higher 
profits. 

The computers would work 
just as well if they were employed 
to reduce hours, to produce news
papers that actually had some 
news in them. Printworkers and 
journalists could be more usefully 
employed producing the text books 
that schools are crying out for. 
It is a question of control; In 
whose interests and under whose 
control will the computers be used? 

Because this is the real, basic 
question it Is the methods of fight
ing that challenge Murdoch's 
control of the presses which must 
be taken up. Calling on the readers 
of the Sun to boycott it is per
fectly pointless. Proposing that 
other printworkers produce more 
Dally Mirrors or Guardians will 
only speed the day when Maxwell 
and company can afford to copy 
Murdoch. 

Control of production is the 
key. At the present time it is 
not physically possible to occupy, 
and use, the Wapping plant. 
Control must be fought for by 
mobifising trade unionists to 

control Murdoch's ability to dis
tribute his papers. Obviously this 
means blacking transport, but it 
would be wrong to Ignore the pres
sure that can be applied on 
Murdoch by the rest of his class 
- if their operations are also sub
ject to control. 

SPREAD 

The strike must be spread to 
the rest of Fleet Street. When 
the ruling class retaliates, as it 
will, by using stronger weapons, 
extend the strike to a general 
strike, challenge the control of 
the state itself. 

Needless to say the TUC will 
not approve of such methods. Kin
nock will search his dictionary 
for words strong enough to con
demn them. However, In the last 
analysis, these people are nothing 
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ORGANISE 
THE 

UNEMPLOYED 

IN THE LAST month Thatcher's 
dole queues got 135.000 new 
recruits. By the Tories' own figures 
one In seven people are now unem
ployed. 

The official jobless total of 
3.4 million excludes almost half 
a million young workers who are 
registered on low paid, dead end 
'training schemes'. It also excludes 
tens of thousands - particularly 
married women - who want and 
need to work but who qualify for 
no unemployment benefit. The 
real number of unemployed stands 
close to 4.5 million. 

The bosses know its going to 
get worse. With the economy slow
ing down, the CBI is gloomy about 
British capitalism's prospects. 

It expects to see at least 5,000' 
jobs a month lost in manufacturt~g 
industry in the period ahead. ThiS 

sure to prove an understate-

the inner Cities, health 
and education services 

crumble and decay it is living 
'proof of the rottenness of . . the 
caDitalis!~stem that mllhons 
are conuemne to poverty and 
idleness and that young working 
class people know no other life 
but the miserable squalor which 
the dole queue affords them. 

OBSCENITY 

The 'workers' movement must 
not tolerate the obscenity of mass 
unemployment for one minute 
longer. It must organise to resist 
all future sac kings and to mobilise 
the anger of the unemployed 
against the system that consigns 
them to wasted lives. If organised 
labour does not take up the cause 
of the jobless then sections of 
the unemployed can be rallied 
against a trade union movement 
that has not lifted a finger on 
their behalf. A generation will 
have come Into existence which 
has never benefited from the work

organisations In any direct 
way. 

The trade unions must give 
full backing to a national indepen
dent movement of the unemployed 
with the' full recognition of the 
labour movement and official 
representation in the movement 
at every level. They should help 
it acquire the mean5 to make 
the unemployed visi.)le with 
marches, occupations and rallies 
to show the bosses that the unem
ployed workers are not prepared 
to sit out their lives in penury. 
Let such a movement be a spur 
to all workers to resist redundan
cies and stand firm to defend 
every job. It must constantly 
remind workers of what life on 
the dole would mean should they 
lose the will to fight sackings. 

The new wave of redundan
cies must be resisted. All the 
signs are that the trade union 
leaders, if left to their own dev
ices, are prepared to sell jobs 
in order to keep their own. When 
workers want to resist they will 
try to divert them into special 
case pleading or negotiating reduc
tions in the work force. That way 
lies only the creation of an ever 
larger army of the unemployed. 

continued on page 2 t> 
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LABOUR WITCH-
NATIONAL FlGHTBACK NEEDED 
EVER SINCE THE defeat of the , 
Liverpool Council's rat«H:apping 
struggle last November the right
wing In the Labour Party have 
declared open war against the 
left. 

In the last few days of Jan
uary the NEC completed its 
enquiry into the Liverpool DLP. 
Its findings and any recommendat
ions for expulsions will go before 
the February 26th NEC. 

The right-wing have more 
than just Militant in their sights. 
In the last eighteen months there 
have been at least 28 cases of 
expulsion of non-MllItant support
ers. The main charge in these 
cases is 'bringing the party into 
disrepute'. This usually means 
m~king accusations, backed by 
eVIdence, of right-wing corruption 
(as in the Spark brook case which 
we report in this issue). 

FIGHT BACK 

Who are class-struggle socialists 
or revolutlonlsts precisely because 
of their politics. It's no use deny
Ing our politics to the witch-
hunters - as Militant want to do. 
The task Is to plead gUilty as 
charged and demand our right 
to be Party members because 
we are class-fighters. 

Concretely, the next steps' 
we must take are clear. First, 
maximum unity of forces, concen-, 
trated In a national campaign 
is essential. The Labour Left 
Co-ordination (LLC) are to 
approach Militant for common 
action. Militant must respond In 
kind and go beyond a 'go-lt-alone' 
party-building campaign. 

A National Conference against 
the witch-hunt Is being demanded 
by more and more forces. 
Recently, Hackney North CLP 
put Its weight behind this call. 
The LLC, Militant and the 
Campaign Group of MPs must 
build for one urgently. 

We must go Into such a con
ference with a clear recognition 
that the only effective way to 
halt the NEC in its tracks is to 
threaten civil war if they continue. 

At the moment, apart from 
the Liverpool enquiry St.Helens 
North and St. Helens South CLPs 
are suspended; Walsall DLP officers 
have been suspended; four ex-CP 
members have been refused 
membership In Rhondda. The witch
-hunt devices include the refusal 
to allow the transferrence of party 
membership from one ward or 
CLP to another. 

. We must make it clear that we 
will not back down to the threat 
or actuality of expulsions; that 
CLPs will continue to recognise 
and back candidates democratically 
selected - such as Paul Green 
or Russell Prontt in Lewisham. 

What can we do to halt and 
fight back against the witch-hunt? 
Some comrades believe that delay
ing the process by taking court 
action against the NEC or CLPs 
is a useful tactic on the basis 
that the NEC Is In breach of the 
Party Constltutton. Stevenage 
MllItant supporters went to court 

. and most recently the Liverpool 
DLP did the same. We think this 
is wrong. 

Certainly taking the bosses 
to the courts cannot be ruled 
out in principle. However, there 
is no mileage in allowing the 
bosses' courts to adjudicate in 
the affairs of the labour move

. ment. The experience of the NUM 

DISAFFILIATION 

The spectr of disaff\llatlQI 
must be met nrml)' 1<: nnOCk, 
above all else, wants a pacified 
and 'united' party by the end of 
the year ready to win a General 
Election. If he is confronted with 
the possibility of genuine candid
ates standing against sanitised 
official candidates in local and 
national elections he may back 
off. For the left to refuse to 
take this road in principle will 
only encourage Klnnock to go 

taking scabs to court showed well 
enough that the courts will decide 
over a period of time against 
the left. So too the courts will 
back their closest allies In the 
Labour Party - Kinnock, Whitty 
and company. 

. all the way. 

Just as importantly this pro
cess is a diversion from devoting 
all our resources into a political 
fight against the purge. Although 
the charges brought seek to con
ceal the fact, the witch-hunt Is 
directed at kicking out members 

I> continued from front page 
faced with bosses claims that 

their orderbooks are slim and their 
work force too large, workers must 
respond immediately. They must 
demand work or full pay and orga
nise to force the employers to 
guarantee this. Factory occupa
tions can hold the bosses property 
ransom for our jobs. Strike commi
tees should open and Inspect the 
books and accounts of the bosses 
to expose their deceit and their 
job slashing plans. As the unempl
oyment figures grow so such a 
determined fight against redund
ancy ·would be a beacon to work
ers faCing the dally insecurity 
of redundancy threats or the dole 
itself. 

The Labour leaders, anxious 
to prove themselves reliable to 
rule for big business, are Increas
ingly slipping loose of even their 
previous lukewarm promises to 
the unemployed. Gone are the 
promises to bring full employment. 
Roy Hattersley and Neil Kinnock 
are more anxious to prove to the 
employers that they will make 
no promises that might have to 
be kept at the bosses' expense. 
That is why Hattersley was at 
such pains to tell the London Busi
ness School that a future Labour 
Government would prlorltlse hold
ing . inflation down over acheiving 

The next NEC on February 
26th will be a watershed. If whole
sale expulsions are recommended 
and accepted we will be sever~ly 
weakened. A mass lobby is being 
planned. We need more than the 
usual dozens. St. Helens DLP are 
planning to attend. This is 
excellent. Let us make it a 
national lobby to make sure the 
NEC realise the strength of 
opposition to the purge. Be there •• 

economic growth, as he put it: 
"it is better to set demand 
at a slower pace over a num
ber of years ••• than to 
indulge in a dash for growth". 
The Labour left has also been 

lowering its sights. The Camp
aign Group of MPs, for example, 
are now willing for 'one million 
jobs a year' to be the objective 
of a future Labour Government. 
Even if this were to be realised 
it would still leave over half the 
unemployed jobless after two 
years! 

Labour activists who want to 
end unemployment, trade unionists 
who want to stop the sackings 
and the millions of unemployed 
who need to put an end to· the 
dole queues must organise together 
to force the Labour leaders and 
trade union leaders to act. Every 
struggle against redundancy must 
be given full backing and solidar
Ity. The Labour leaders must be 
forced to commit themselves to 
guaranteeing the right to work 
to all through a programme of 
public works under trade union 
control. The entire labour mOVe
ment must fight for guaranteed 
work or full pay against this 
system, where the needed skills 
and energies of millions are 
squandered and wasted for the 
benefit of the few •• 

RIGHT 
ON 
THE 
ATTACK 

SPARKBROOK 
TAKING mEIR CUE from Nell 
Kinnock, the General Management 
Committee of Spartbrook Const
ituency Labour Party voted to 
expel two members, Amir Khan 
and Kevtn Scally the day after 
Kinnock's attack on the left at 
the Labour Party conference. 

Kevin Scally, a long standing 
member of the party, had recently 
appeared in an edition of Channel 
4's programme 'The Bandung' File' 
in which he made detailed and 
weil substantiated allegations con
cerning corrupt practices in the 
constituency. 

Amir Khan was expelled for 
the same crime, although on the 
surface the reasons were different. 
At the first organising meeting 
'for a new Black Section in Spark
brook, some reporters turned up 
from the bourgeois press. The 
right-win claimed that Amlr had 

Wen~i denie.s} 
. The real reason for this expUlsion 
is obvious. Sparkbrook has a large 
number of Asians living within 
the constituency boundaries and 
the overwhelming majority of them 
vote Labour. A strong black section 
would pose an enormous threat 
to Hattersley's right-wing policies 
and to his main base in the con
stituency party - the neanderthal 
do-nothing councillors and their 
cronies who rely on black votes 
while doing next to nothing for 
black people in the area. 

A more recent victim of the 
expul~lons is Mohammad Raflque. 
Raflque has always been a solidly 
right-wing figure. Indeed it was 
he who was shown in the 'Bandung 
File' to be' deeply Involved In 
the forgery and invention of mem
bership cards for the right-wing. 
However, when Raflque (for his 
own careerist endS) threw in his 

support for the black section and 
even stood against Hattersley's 
close ally John O'Keefe at a sel
ection meeting for the council 
the right-wing saw their chanc~ 
and expelled him. In this way 
they hope to pin the whole blame 
for the embarassing episode of 
the 'Bandung File' on him. 

Despite this catalogue of 
bureaucratic thuggery a fightback 
is possible. The youth in particular 
are repelled by the expUlsions 
and the inactivity of the party 
and have formed a relatively strong 
and lively branch of the Labour 
Party Young Socialists.D 

by Richard Gerrard 

ATTERCLIFFE 

have held their ground and reaff
irmed Green's selection, a stance 
which deserves support as far 
as It goes. However, the strategy 
evolved between Intake and 
Mosborough, Green's home ward 
in Attercliffe, contains great 
dangers. 

The two wards have demanded 
~n enquiry . into the workings of 
the Attercliffe Party. They claim 
that vote rigging and various 
corrupt practices have been a 
feature of political life In Atter
cliffe CLP, which throws doubt 
on the validity of the original 
expulsions. They have mounted 
a campaign for the DLP to dis
regard the expulsions whilst an 
enquiry Into Attercliffe is in the 
air. ' As a response to the witch
hunt It is a diversion for a number 
of reasons. Let us suppose an 

mE FIGHT TO re-Instate Sheffield inquiry materialised and even that 
councillor and Militant supporter Attercliffe were found gUilty 
Paul Green to Attercllffe CLP certain misdemeanours. They wo 
tpok a body blow !l..LJast~~~:eI!~ __ _ s_im~p~l-=-y go through the whole thin 

NEe voted to 
endorse his expulsion. He is the to procedural detail. 
only one to date of the ortgInal Workers Power supporters 
six expelled to have had hIa appeal In Sheffield are working to buHd 
heard. a lobby of the next DLP meeting, 

in February. We will be demanding 
Resolutions against the Green's readmittance into the ' 

expulsions have been passed In 
almost every ward and constituency Labour Group, ratification of his 
in the city. But support for the selection at Intake for the May 
six is fading fast. Milltant has election, and for the DLP to 
done little or nothing to mobilise recognise all the expelled six as 
a campaign against the expulsions. Labour Party members notwith-

standing the NEC. 
Another Militant supporter, and We will, furthermore, be argu-
one of the expelled, Alan Hartley, ing that, whatever the DLP's ' 
absurdly proclaimed the narrow 14-13 vote against Green a attitude, Intake should put Green 

forward as their candidate in the 
victory. The running has been f h i I i 
left to Intake w 'rd, where Green's ort com ng e ect on, even against 

an 'official' stooge candidate of 
council seat is up for re-elctlon the DLP, even if the NEC threat-
in M~~.ake much ens disaffiliation. We must show 
pressure. The refused the witch-hunters that we will 
to ratify ,,_._ '-_,_ re-selection, not back down in our opposltlol 
and have Intake to select to the witch-hunt •• 

So far, Intake by an Attercliffe Labour Party member 

workforce. their expulsions was that their 
the other political activities were posing 

da.telloriCllllv that a threat to a bankrupt right wing. 
It is important that· these iwo 

comrades receive maximum supPort 
in their fight against this witchunt. 
The appeal takes place on Feb 
7th and Feb 14th for Amlr and 

The Editor, In the last Issue of Workers Kevln respectively. Letters and 
Power you called for a 'workers' way. we resolutions calling for their immed-and, no, late re-Instatement and for an 
enquiry' into the Liverpool District enquiry into the allegations should 
Party, and then attacked Socialist be sent to the NEC. Anyone want-
Organiser for supporting exactly -------+--~----- . ing more information or speak-
the same thing. Was this a slip The Editor, ers please contact the address 
of the pen, or are you just sectar- With re to Workers below. It would also be helpful 
lans? 'Power 79, I like to correct If copies of any resolutions passed 

an Inaccuracy your article on could be sent. 

Yours, . the witchunts. were incorrect 

Terry O'Donnell, 
Sandwell. 

to say that Am was expel-
led from the for reporting 
fake the Bandung 
File. In Khan had no 

WE REPLY: connection 
You are mistaken to say that The 

we, Workers Power. called for this has 
a workers' enquiry to be establish- . for his 
ed. We were quite careful not · to the 
to Issue such a call. We said: nounclng 

"should any complaints of corr- The 'official' 
uption or malpractice be known to variation) 
to the Liverpool workers they expulsion 
should be put to a workers' fraudulent 
enquiry." to the 

In other words we argued that supposedly 
any enquiry was a matter for the disrepute. The 

programme. 
reason (though 

to variation) 
was for 'going 
for publicly de

within the party. 
(again subject 

Kevin Scally's 
revealing the 

procedures 
File and for 
the party Into 

real reason for 

WE REPLY: 

Yours, 

Mick Barr. 
23 Newton Road, . 

Sparkhill, 
Birmingham, 

Bll 4PS • . 

We thank Comrade Barr for ' 
pointing out our error and urge ' 
our readers who are active In 
the Labour Party to heed the com
rade's request and fight the 
wttchunt against Amtr Khan and 
Kevin Scally. 
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Breaks in the bosses' ranks 
JANUARY WAS A testing time 
for Thatcher. Amidst a bewildering 
barrage of lies and counter-lies 
over the Westland affair. two 
senior cabinet ministers resigned. 
Thatcher's personal standing In 
the polls plummeted and Fleet 
Street printed a whole series of 
'crisis of confidence' articles about 
the government. 

Behind the resignation of 
Heseltlne and the throwing of 
Brittan to the wolves, there does 
lie a developing crisis in the Tor
ies' ranks. At the most immediate 
level the fact that Brlttan lied 
and that Thatcher was undoubtedly 
party to the skullduggery will 
have a damaging political effect 
on the Tories. Many Tories rightly 
feel that the electorate might 
be inclined , to punish those guilty 
of deceit at the polls. This expl
ains why the Tories are desperate 
to delay the impending by-election 
In Fulham for as long as possible. 

, At the same time, the affair 
has once again exposed Thatcher's 
authoritarian style of government 
to the public gaze. Heseltlne was 
the sixteenth minister to resign 
from the cabinet since 1979. Once 
again he, like many of his pre
decessors, complained about one-
woman rule in the cabinet. The 
Image of the intolerant, even 
power-crazed, Prime Minister Is 
a certain vote loser. Many Tories 
know it. 

Fleet Street has concentrated 
on these questions of style and 
approach as a damage- limitation 
exercise. In Labour's ranks the 
Kinnockite New Statesman has 
been taking the same line as the 
press barons in shrugging off this 
"WhItehall farce- and this dispute 
-over questions of style and not 
substance- (17/1/86). Indeed, fol
lowing Thatcher's statement to 
the Commons at the end of Jan
uary many Tories, fearful of pre
cipitating a constitutional crisis, 
forgave her style and rallied arouud 
her. Now while such questions 
might pre-occupy vulnerable back
benchers and deceive the witless 
reformist commentators In the 
Labour Party's ranks, they should 
not be allowed to hoodwink 
workers. 

The fact is that within certain 
sections of the ruling class - prin
cipally the Confederation of British 
Industry and the mllltary chiefs 
of staff - there is a crisis of 
confidence in Thatcher. They ser
iously doubt her ablllty to lead 
the Tories to victory at the next 
election. And they are the forces 
that Heseltlne, in his undoubted 
bid for leadership, was appealing 
to. 

The crisis over West land was 
in fact a reflection of the ruling 
class' fears for the parlous state 
of the British economy. The leading 

journals of the bosses were more 
ready to make this link than were 
the popular dailies. The Economist 
noted: 
~ weakening of Mrs. That
cher comes at a bad time 
for the British economy. The 
pound has been under pressure 
this month and Interest rates 
have risen. Growth Is slowing, 
Industrialists are grumbling. 
and the trade-off between 
unemployment and wage Infla
tion Is becoming even worse.
(1/2/86) 

They conclude that -economic 
choices have become narrower 
and nastler-. Add to The Econo
mist's list the fact that Lawson's 
budget looks like being a tight 
one, that defence spending may 
have to be cut (to the outrage 
of the generals) and that unem
ployment has just risen to its 
highest ever total and the real 
reasons for the crisis of confidence 
in Thatcher become as plain to 
see as the nose on Heseltlne's 
face. 

Seven years of Thatcher's 
deflationary policies have not pro
vided the promised boom. Britain's 
slice of the world economic recov
ery was paltry. Only North Sea 
011 revenue has kept the balance 
of payments In the black. With 
011 prices failing sharply, this 
safety net Is about to be pulled 
from under Thatcher. The CBI 

'is understandably worried. It has 
not enjoyed the profit bonanza 
that Thatcher was supposed to 
have ushered in. Moreover, the 
present 1% increase in interest , 
rates has hit its members extreme
ly hard !It a time when they were 
pleading with Lawson to bring 
interest rates down. 

The cris!s I~ confidence in 
Thatcher could lead to her depar
ture from Number 10 before the 
next election. However, before 
the millions of people in Britain 
who have good cause to hate That
cher and wish her gone for good, 
jump for joy, they should reflect 
on two things. First, her successor 

' - potentially Tebbit, Howe, Hurd 
or even Heseltlne - will be no 
friend of the working class. One 
of the jobs that the CBI is asking 
the Tories to carry out quickly 
is the curbing of wage rises (8.75% 
on average in 1985, up to Oct
ober). One of these men will be 
ready to oblige. 

The second thing to consider 
is that sitting back and waiting 
for Kinnock to save the day in 
the aftermath of an electoral 
defeat is unlikely to help anyone, 
least of all the unemployed. For 
one thing the polls indicate that, 
particularly in the South, the Alli
ance will be the beneficiary from 
the Tories' 'discomfort. There is 
no guarantee that a Labour gov
-ernment will be returned.' More-

over, Kinnock in Number 10 will 
not mean full employment, decent 
wages and prosperity for all. He 
and Hattersley have reneged on 
Labour's commitment to full emp
loyment. They have signalled their 
intention to impose wage limits. 
In short they have tailored their 
programme to suit the needs of 
the CBI rather than those of the 
working class. 

The working class should take 
advantage of any splits in the 

,ruling class. But this advantage 
will not be gained primarily in 
parliamentary debates. In any case, 
Kinnock proved himself to be ver
bose, inept and ineffective in the 
debate with Thatcher. Despite 
being given a golden opportunity 
to kick the wretched woman while 
she was down, Kinnock tripped 
himself up! No, the real way to 
take advantage of ruling class 
disarray is to launch direct action 
against the bosses in the here 
and now. Today this means rallying 
to the support of the striking 
printers, organising a mass move
ment of the unemployed, fighting 
Kinnock's witch-hunt and defending 
the local authorities under attack. 
By pressing forward on these fronts 
we can increase the splits in the 
ruling class and, at the same time, 
unify our ranks in the struggle 
against their system •• 

NO BAN ON FARRAKHAN 
LAST MONTH louis Farrakhan, 

e black American "Nation , of 
.-lam- leader. was banned from 
entering BrItain by Home SecretarY 
Riir This followed pressure from 
Jewish groups and the Zionist 
MPs Janner (Labour) and Latham 
(Con). 
They claimed that his presence 

in Britain: 
-Would not be conducive to the 
public good and would be likely 
to stir up racial hatred.-

This took place In the same week 
as the claims of -lakes of petrol
aimed at -incinerating police offic
ers- hit the headlines. It provided 
ammunition in the government's 
growing armoury aimed at crim
inalising the black community 
and portraying black people as 
anti-law and order, who -attack 
the pollce-. 
This is not the first time that 

black leaders have been banned 
from Britain. Malcolm X in the 
1960s and more recently Kwame 
ture (formerly Stokely Carmichael) 

have both been prevente<l from 
carrying out a series of meetings 
in this country. 

HYPOCRICY 

We stand firmly alongside those 
black activists who demand the 
ban be lifted. The Tory govern
ment, (or, for that ml}tter, a Lab
our Government) have no interest 
in defending us against "raCial 
hatred". They have totally failed 
to respond to the growing number 
of racial attacks and murders 
against black people. 
Black activists have pointed out 

the hypocricy of a government 
which bans Farrakhan while allow
ing in Bill Wilklnson, leader of 
the Ku Klux Klan, which has a 
well publicised record of racist 
attacks and murders to its credit. 
More recently, P. W. Botha, mur
derer of thousands of bla~k South 

Africans and upholder of the racist 
apartheid state, was personally 
welcomed to Britain by Thatcher 
herself. 

DISSERVICE 

Our opposition to the ban does 
not require us to eithel: deny Far
rakhan's anti-Jewish statements 
nor to glorify him as some great 
leader of the black struggle. Black 
activists, such as Lester Lewis, 
chairman of Hackney Black Peoples 
Association and local labour coun
cillor, do their community a dis
service by denying that Farrak
han is against "the Jews as a 
race". (CarIbbean Times 23/1/86) 
On the Ebony Programme (24th 

January BBC2) Lewis spoke of 
Farrakhan's -positive contribution 
to the black struggle- and claimed 
that talk of Farrakhan as a racist 
was simply , 8 -diversion from his 

BABA BAKHTAURA MUST STAY! 
We print below a sllghtly edited ,court recommended that he be 
version of a Press Release Issued deported. Baba appealed to the 

.by the Baba Bakhtaura Defence Crown Court and this recommen-
Campaign. dation was lifted. 

As many as 3000 black people In February 1983 the Home 
face deportation every year under Office decided to deport him. 
Britain's racist immigration laws. Baba appealed to the (Home Office 
While many of those threatened appointed) Immigration· Appeals 
by the Home Office in this way Tribunal, but they refused to even 
see no alternative and submit to hear the case. 
their fate, others decide to fight Baba however won the right 
for their rights. to have his case heard in the High 

Baba Bakhtaura is in this posit- Court. In March 1984 the court 
ion and has been fighting for over said that the Home Office was 
3 years for his right to stay. He wrong to deport Baba without 
came to Britain in September 1979 considering the valuable service 
on a work permit, as part of a which he provides to the Asian 

: folk group. He applied to the Home community as a folk-musician. 
Office and his leave to stay was But in December 1984 the 
extended until the end of Novem- Court of Appeal reversed this 
ber 1979. He made another applica- decision and ruled in favour of 
tion for extension and this was the Home Office. 
refused in September 1980. Baba The House of Lords has now 
appealed against this refusal, but decided to hear Baba's case and 
outside the time allowed. He heard this will take place early in 1986. 
nothing more. Ba~a Bakhtaura has every right 

In June 19~2 he was arrested to stay in this country. His contri
for 'overstaying' and imprisoned but ion to the cultural and social 

. for 2 months. In addition, the life of the Asian community in 

Handsworth is immense. He is 
a regular performer (often providing 
his services free) at weddings and 
other rei igious occassions, at social 
and charitable functions, and at 
fund-raising events, both in Bir
mingham and elsewhere around 
the country. 

When they hear Baba's case 
the House of Lords will be deciding 
whether the Asian community and 
other national communities have 
any rights, or whether the 'public 
interest' is served denying these 
rights. 
You can fight the racist immigrat
ion laws by publicising Baba's case 
wherever you can especially 
by winning support In Labour Party 
and Trade Union branches. For 
messages of support and further 
information contact the Baba 
Bakhtaura Defence Campaign: 

101 Villa Road, 
Handsworth, 

Birmingham B19. 

tel: (021) 551 4581 

economic programme-. However 
Farrakhan's programme ts nothing 
new - It h~s been touted around 
the black community since -.the' 
days of George Washington Carver 
(1920s). It is the programme of 
"Black capitalism- and religious 
bigotry. 

POWER 

He expounds the idea of power 
-as a company to sell black, prod
ucts made by blacks-. This is sup
posed to offer -f~nanclal stability 
for blacks- (New York Times 
16/9/85) in crisis-r cked America. 
His massive popularity lies in 

the fact that, Wh~st the last ten 
years have seen the creation of 
a black middle c ass In America, 
the vast majority f black worke~s 
remain poverty strjlcken and depen
dent on ever de~reasing govern
ment aid progra!pmes. Rapturous 
audiences in the US and Caribbean' 
have heard him condemn -the 
chains of colonialism-. Yet his 
economic progra me, if carried 
out, would only rge new chains 
for black people - chaining them 
to their black emp oyers. . 
His anti- jewishn ss is in fact 

embedded within of black 
people as -the n people of 
almighty God- as opposed to the 
Jews. His religious dogma is merely 
the rationale to d sguise the grow
ing economic riv ry between the 
black middle cIa s and Jews In 
America today. 

Not accidently, until the 1960s 
all wings of the black leadership 
were pro-Zionist. Many believed 
that If the jews could 'make it' 
both in the US a d In Israel, then 
blacks could too. But now, neo-
conservative Jew sh leaders are 
mobilising against blacks as the 
enemy whose 'q otas' are seen 
as blocks to furth r Jewish hopes. 
The American ress are daily 

full of stories ab ut conflict bet
ween the rival rokers over the 
crumbs handed ou by US capital
Ism to keep the oppressed quiet. 
Farrakhan's 'prog mme' will only 
height~n such c nflicts. He can 

I 

provide no answer to the mass 
of black workers facing the brunt 
of capitalist crisis other than to 
make a few black capitalists rich
er. 
Farrakhan claims to stand in 

the tradition of Malcolm X. Noth
ing could be further from the 
truth. By the time Malcolm was 
gunned down In Harlem's Audubon 
Ballroom, he had become an open 
opponent of the kind of nationalist 
demagogy and bigotry which Far
rakhan peddles as spiritual opium 
in racist America's black ghettoes. 
In the present situation In Britain, 

particularly since the Handsworth 
events, where the Tories and the . 
police are hell bent on dividing 
the black community between 
Asian and Afro-Caribbean, we 
must be clear in our response. 

We should unite to fight racism 
and anti-semitism. 

We should oppose all state bans. 

The task of defeating Farrakhan's 
anti-semitism is ours: we don't 
need any 'heip' from the Home 
Office whose whole history is. 
smeared with the filth of racism 
and anti-semitism •• 

by Breda Concannon 
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SECTIONS OF NUPE and NALGo 
In the West 'Midi.... detennioed 
in January to turn words lDto 
action in the fight agaioat Apart
heid. They have resolved to refUle 

. to handle goods from South Africa 
and goods produced by fums with 
major interests there. This action 
Is expected to take effect during 
the next few months 10 the Health 
Authority and 10 School MeaIa. 
Hopefully it will spread to other 
sections. 

The stated anti-apartheid policy 
of. for Instance, Birmingham City 
Council will be monitored and 
made effective by workers taking 
action themselves. NUPE workers 
In Portsmouth have already em
barked on such action In the face 
of pay docking and disciplinary 
measures. On an International 
scale, seafarers and dockworkers' 
'unions are attempting to enforce 
the 011 embargo on South Africa. 

An Immense responsibility now 
lies with the British labour move
ment to Impose a really effective 
workers' boycott. Britain Is South 
Africa's third largest trading part
ner. British firms make up 40-45% 
of foreign Investment In South 
Africa. However strong In Its oWI1 
right, the murderous Pretoria 
regime cannot survive without 
the continued export of minerals 
and foodstuffs. It relies on Imports 
of key components and on the 
financial support of the big banks 
and multi-national corporations 
such as Barclays, Dunlops (B. T.R.). 
Tube Investments and Rowntrees. 

WHAT SORT OF 
SOLIDARITY ACTION 
The undoubted groundswell 

of support for solidarity and 
against British backing of Apartheid 
adds all the more urgency to the 
question of what sort of solidarity 
action the labour movement should 
be conducting. The traditional 
answer from the national 
Anti-Apartheid Movement has been 
to push for cutting business links, 
pressurising for government sanct
ions combined with sports; con
sumer and cultural boycotts. Its 
poliCies have been tailored to suit 
its 'Broad Church' approach of 
attempting to appeal to all 'pro
gressive' sections of the 
community. 

This strategy Is wrong on a 
number of counts. Firstly In Its 
reliance on the government to 
take action. The extreme reluct
ance of the Thatcher Government 
to Impose even the mildest of 
measures as agreed at the Com
monwealth Conference shows just 
how dangerous It Is to concentrate 
on such calls for sanctions. Yet 
the 1985 TUC's resolution on 
Apartheid concluded: 

"Congress loatructs the General 
Council to urge the British 
Government to apply sanctions 
against South Africa and calls 
all unlooa to cooslder ways 
In which they can usefully 
oppose the · South African 
regime." 

The first Instinct of the TUC Is 
to ask the Government, and when 
It comes to action, the terms 
are typically evasive. What good 
would Tory sanction's be? 

Of course, It Is possible that 
the growing solidarity movement 
will force Thatcher to take further 
measures after the Commonwealth's 
Investigatory team of 'wise men' 
report. But what would the purpose 
of such sanctions be for Thatcher 
and her friends? They would be 
used to encourage cosmetic changes 
within Apartheid rather than Its 
overthrow. Any reforms would: 
be designed to allow profit making 
to continue. Why else appoint a 
director of Standard Chartered 
Bank (the biggest banking concern 
after Barclays with South African 
Interests) to be the British 'wise 
man'? Anthony Barber can be relied 
to uphold the Interests of Inter
national capital. 

The second dangerous aspect 
of the sanctions campaign has 
been Its disinvestment strategy. 
Of course at the present critical 
juncture, with Pretoria fighting 
for Its life, all such measures 
which hit the South African 
economy serve to weaken the 
regime. This has been recognised 
.In the recent statements of the 
black and non-racial South African 
trade unions Including the new 
federation COSATU, Its predecessor 
FOSATU. and the black conscious-

SOUTH AFRICA ••. 

FOR A WORKERS' 
BOYCOTT 

ness trade unions. The trade unions 
were previously critical of a 

'strategy of disinvestment where 
this meant firms one by one closing 
down and dismantling their factor
Ies. This would mean a gradual 
weakening of the black working 
class. It Is for this very reason 
that we oppose any long term 
strategy of disinvestment especially 
as It relies on the 'morality' of 
the capltallsts! 

But direct action by trade 
unionists against firms with major 
Interests In South Africa Is of 
a different order. It demonstrates 
working class solidarity and a 
recognition of the need for con
certed and massive action against 
the regime In 1986. However mili
tants must be on their guard and 
ready to oppose each and every 
chauvinistic and reactionary 
argument that Is raised In favour 
of action against firms with South 
African Investment and a boycott 
of Imports. Sometimes It Is argued 
that trade unions should support 
Investment at home ' and Import 
controls In order to bolster British 
Industry. That is an argument 
against all overseas Investment 
and all foreign goods, not just 
South African! It suggests that 
British workers have a common 
Interest with British bosses against 
fellow workers In foreign countries. 

In fact' the bosses know better. 
They happily move Investment 
and orders from country to country 
In order to maximise profits. The 
way to fight t1:lem Is by building 
international working class solld
arlty. Our argument for workers' 
action against Apartheid is moti
vated by the need for that solid
arity, not by chauvinism. When 
the racist regime Is overthrown, 
and workers of South Africa appeal 
for help In building their new 
society, we shall be for all possible 
aid to them. 

Thatcher's Intransigence and 
the urgency of the situation In 
South Africa prompted. Ollver 
Tambo (ANC President) to issue 
a call, in October 1985, for 
'People's Sanctions'. In line with 
this, the plans for action In 1986 
Issued by the AAM lay Increased 
stress on the need for direct 
action. But the term 'People's 
Sanctions' I~ misleading. It Is not 

true that all sections Of the 
'people' have an -Interest In- helping -
the solidarity movement. 

The ruling class have an 
Interest In preserving capitalism 
In South Africa. The working class, 
on the other hand, has an enormous 
objective Interest In seeing the 
downfall of Apartheid and the 
capitalist system that produced 
It. Solidarity activity should be 
aimed at winning Workers' Sanct
Ions. Of course this might frighten 
off some of the middle class 
supporters of the anti-apartheid 
struggle the Churches, the 
liberals. But effective action should 
never be sacrificed to win these 
unreliable 'friends'. 

The most effective form of, 
workers' sanction Is the trade 
union boycott. It can be argued 
for, Imposed and defended collect
Ively. And very significantly, It 
can be lifted when workers In 
South Africa request that and 
not before. It cannot be turned 
on and off at the behest of the 
bosses and investors. 

Other forms of activity being 
proposed in the trade union move
ment should be supported but not 
as a substitute for the workers 
boycott. Disinvestlng (or 'divesting') 
trade union and council funds is 
a gesture of solidarity and the 
discussion can be used to educate 
the mem~shlp. 

Other activities have mobilised 
considerable energy but remain 
based on the actions of isolated 
individuals and can never deliver 
the necessary blows to the apart-

' heid regime. This applies to con
sumer boycotts and campaigns 
of picketing stores. Campaigners 
for a workers' boycott should stress 
that such activity depends 
workers acting Individually 
on the dedication of activists to 
keep up the pressure. It can never 
be as effective as a real workers 
boycott. That is why shopworkers 
should be approached to join the 
action themselves, following the 
lead given by Dunnes workers in 
Dublin. 

But doesn't the workers' boy
cott put some sections of workers 
Jobs at risk? After all, the Dunnes 
strikers are stili striking for their 
jobs. The answer must be to build 
a massive and well ~ganlsed_ eam- _ 

paign In which as many sections 
of the movement as possible are 
directly Involved and all sections 

,are committed to taking action 
to defend any workers sacked 
because they imposed the boycott. 
This Is possible to achieve given 
a clear lead, education and prepar
ation. The response to the attack 
on trade unionism at GCHQ showed 
,the depth of commitment amongst , 
British workers to defending hard 
won rights. A serious and concerted 
campaign which explained the 
issues In South Africa should be 
mounted. 

Such a campaign means con-
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frontlng racism at home as well 
as 6,000 miles away. It means 
exposing and fighting to put an 
end to British trade unionism's 
dereliction of duty In the fight 
against racism • 

Joint committees should be 
created at every level of the 
movement to organise action. The 
action of Southampton dockers 
who stopped a shipment of 
machinery for the arms Industry 
was successful because not only 
were there links at nation level 
through Maritime Unions Against 
Apartheid, but dockers shop 
stewards were Involved. 

Already In a number of areas, 
solidarity committees have been 
set up to encourage and co-ordinate 
trade union action. In Birmingham 
and Coventry, committees exist 
with the backing of the Trades 
Council and the AAM. These must 
be spread and made real delegate 
bodies. 

Local demonstrations on the 
22nd March" and the trade union 
Week of Action 14-20 April, called 
by the AAM, can now be a focus 
for launching action. Youth and 
the black communities should be 
drawn Into contributing to this 
campaign. The National Trade 
Union Conference ca !led by AAM 
for 1st March should be a working 
conference dedicated to planning 
such action. Initial signs are not 
encouraging though. Resolutions 
have not been Invited and the 
organisers seems set to ensure 
that no effective action comes 
out of the discussion. 

WHAT'S IT GOT TO 
DO WITH US? 

Frequently in trade union bran
ches and workplaces when the 
need for solidarity is raised, the 
question comes Well, what's It 
got to do with us? Everything! 
Workers dare not take a national
istic view of this. If workers In 
Britain ignore the struggles of 
workers In South Africa, or South 
Korea, or Brazil they put their 
own jobs at risk. British capitalist"' 
would rather Invest in a low wa., 
country like South Africa than 
Britain. In ' turn cheap ImpDrts' 
from these countries flood into 
Britain. To compete, workers in 
Britain are forced to work harder 
for less. This is how the capitalists 
use low waged countries to depress 
wages Internationally. 

It therefore makes sense for 
British workers to support the 

, struggles of workers in low wage 
and oppressive countries like South 
Africa. A failure to do so is to 
undermine our own jobs here. 
Hence workers' Internationalism 
Is a vital necessity. 

Secondly, racism Is used to 
turn white workers against black 
workers. Racism means workers 
end up fighting each other Instead 

,of the bosses. In Britain this racist 
division has led to many strikes 
being lost. A failure by British 
workers to defend black workers 
In South Africa will only encourage 
the bosses to Intensify this division 
here. 

Thirdly, a defeat for the Apart
heid state will mean a defeat 
as well for one of Its largest 
backers, British Imperialism. It 

' will weaken the Brl tlsh boss class 
and make It easier for British 
workers to take them _ on. 

Finally, British workers must 
not view South Africa as something 
completely unique. South Africa 
may be the only society where 
capitalist exploitation and racial 
oppression take the particularly 
Intense form of Apartheid. But 
it Is not the only society which 
practices systematic racism and 
divides the working class against 
Itself. It Is not the only society 
where workers picket lines are 
attacked, their union rights denied 
and their communities put under 
siege. It Is not the only society 
where young people are harassed, 
made homeless and look forward 
to a jobless future. 

These features may be sharper 
In South Africa, but they exist 
here too, and are growing. As 
our rulers find their profits under 
threat, their attacks w1l1 Increase. 
Thatcher's dream Is our nightmare, 
and South African society confronts 
workers everywhere with what 
that nightmare means. Its over
throw will mark a new stage In 
the battle against capitalism world 
wide •• by Sue Thomas 
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.HEA1 ~y AND ~~~~r~~n L he led for so many years poses the Workers Revolutionary' 
Party with a sharp choice. Either It can uncover the roots TH E ~:m:tso:~ ::e:;~~onseear;' :~::n c!~ ~~t~h:~t~; 
period' In Its past and embrace one or other manifestation 
of the WRP's long tradition of centrism. 

In the meetings and debates currently being held by 
the WRP a keen interest is being shown in the history 

BE' ¥ANIIE, ~~~i;! ~~:~t~eth~;~~~~h~f~s °I~~~~~:i~;~d~~~~, :~I::~::~~~~~:l 
, politics can be found. In this article Workers Power is 

IN THE 19505 the main component of British Trotskylsm 
pursued a policy of deep entrylsm Into the Labour Party. 
This represented a political triumph for the faction of 
the Revolutionary Communist Party (RCP) led by Healy. 

In the lat~ 1940s Healy, with the aid of Michel Pablo 
and the FI, split the RCP, and later reorganised it under 
the control of an unelected majority expelling all dissident 
voices - such as Tony Cliff and Ted Grant. In the sum
mer of 1949 the RCP's openly Trotskyist paper, the 8o<;1a
list Appeal, ceased publication. An open "Trotskyist" paper 
was not to re-appear on the British left for almost a 
decade. 

The Healy faction collaborated with a number of 
left-reformists to establish the Socialist Fellowship (SF) 
in 1949. This loose grouping published an avowedly non
Trotskyist paper, the Socialist Outlook (SO) until 1954, 
when the Labour leadership suppressed it. In fact, by 1951, 
it became a vehicle to popularise - and in Healy's schema 
thereby pressurise the left-reformist current around 
Aneurin Bevan. 

From its earliest days, the Socialist Fellowship was i. 
'explicitly non-Trotskyist. It declared its unconditional loyaltyf 
to the Labour Party and castigated the ILP for its crime 
of leaving the Party: "The ILP made the great mistake 
of leaving the Labour Party in 1932. If we are to succeed 
where the ILP falled we must remember we are first and 
foremost members of the Labour Party, desirous of serving 
it." (SO January 1950 - our em phasis) The idea that revolu
tionaries are "first and foremost" members of a reformist 
party indicated the strategic conception that "the Club", 
as Healy's group was called, had of entrism. 

Indeed, retrospectively justifying "the Club's" refusal 
to fight the 1954 proscription of SO and the SF, the then 
SLL leader Ted Knight declared: "We retreated on the 
question of Socialist Outlook.' Why? Aecause at that stage 
In the deveiopment of the left to have gone out would 
have left a vacuum in a developing situation ••• We say 
our fight around the Socialist Outlook enabled the Left 
in the movement to mobilise itself around Bevan." (The 
Newsletter j une 11 th (960) 

Tbe otientation to Bevan was paramount in "the Club's" 
politics. Healy regarded the leaders of the Bevanite move
ment as "centrists". In the schema, of course, centrists 
could be transformed into revolutionaries. It was only when 
Pablo, and his ally in "the Club" John Lawrence, pushed 
for an alternative schema, an adaptation to Stalinism, that 
Healy broke with Pablo. Toe question was not Trotskyism 
versus Uquidationism, as Healy's hagiographers would have 
us belifilve. Both Healy and Lawrence favoured political 
liquidation. The argument was about which section of 
reform ism to adapt to. 

Healy's victory over Lawrence enabled him to preserve 
his alliance with the ' ~vanites. The formation of the 
International Committee in the split with Pablo In 1953, 
for all the attendant anti-liquidationist tub-thumping made 
no difference whatsoever to "the Club's'" activities. Their 
private bellowings about "the party" made not one iota 
of difference to their practice and public politics. They 
"remained locked on an opportunist course towards Bevan 

making its contribution to the current debate. The thesis 
of this article is that the degeneration of the WRP can 
be_ found ill Heal¥'s early break i Trotsk-y-ism. It was 
a break that was an integral part of tlie whole Fourth 
International's (FI) collapse into centrism. This took place 
between 1945 and 1951. After 1951 no section of the FI 
represented a revolutionary political continuity with Trot
sky's Fourth International. 

The Fourth International (FI) was deeply disoriented 
by the failure of its perspective of a post-war revolutionary 
crisis that would shatter Stalinism and Social Democracy 
and open the way for the FI to conquer the leadership 
of the masses. Instead Stalinism and Social Democracy 
were greatly strengthened. The FI and its leading figures 
Michel Pablo and james P. Cannon both continued to 
predict an approaching catastrophic crisis which would fulfil 
their perspectives of mass growth. 

The Cold War and the Tito-Stalin conflict led the 
leadership of the FI to a major break with the revolutionary 
method of drawing up perspectives and by 1951 to a break 
with the fundamental principles and programme of the 

and co. 
, This opportunism is evident in Healy's other non-Trotsky-

ist publication of the time Labour Review (LR). This had 
no lesser an ambition than to become "Labour's educa
tional and theoretical organ". (LR Vol.1 No. I january/March 
1952). In order to see the extent of their self-presentation 
as Aevanites we only have to look at their attitude to 
the Labour Government of 1945-51. Mr Healy wrote of 
the experience of this government: "They (the working 
class - WP) were given glimpses of what a Labour regime 
could accomplish and even more, what a socialist future 
could bring." (LR Vol. I No.4) 

While Atlee came in for criticism it was not because 
of his vicious attacks on striking dockers or other workers. 
These incidents receive no mention in LR. No,the main 
fault of the government was in the field of foreign policy: 
"The outstanding debit on the balance sheet of the Labour 

Government was undoubtedly its foreign policy." (jbid) 
For Healy the Atlee government and its "conSiderable 
achievements" (jbid) proved the possibility of using the 
Labour Party for socialist tasks. "We may not have to 

create a Labour Party, but let's use that Instrument 
to fulflll its socialist purposes." (jbid) 

Of course this couldn't be done under the right-wing 
leaders. But happily an instrument for their ousting was 
close at hand. The Bevanites were the vehicle for the 
party's transformation. In order to encourage this develop
ment Healy advocated a road to socialism that was, in 
essentials, no different to that being advocated by the 
Communist Party, in their new programme the openly 
ref9rmist BrItish Road, to ,Soclall/im: _ "Wh.atshould be th~ 
right relation between parliamentary- and extra-parliamentary 
actions? Mr. Bevan criticises those who looked upon parlia
mentary action 'as an auxiliary of dlrect action by the 
industrial organisations of the working class.' But It would 
be equally one sided, as he does, to make industrial action 
always auxiliary and subordinated to parliamentary action. 
Both forms of action are indispensable for conducting 
the class struggle.- (LR Vol. I No.2 May/August 1952 G. 
Healy our emphasis). 

So for Healy the industrial struggle and the parliamen
tary struggle are put on equal footing. Whichever predomin
ates at a particular time depends on external circum-

FI. Tito's break with the Kremlin was seen as a left split 
from Stalinism towards centrism based on a false notion 
of Stalinism as meaning only subservience to the Kremlin.' 
On the model of Tito's break Pablo and co. developed a 
schema of developing 'left' forces within Stalinism and 
Social Democracy. 

Pablo and Cannon's 'man' in Britain, Gerry Healy, 
adapted this perspective to the 'Keep Left' and later the 
'Bevanite' movement. On this basis 'deep entry' or 'entrism 
sui generis' was advocated. Its purpose was to amalgam
ate the Trotskyist forces with the 'centrist' ones, encourag
ing the latter to replace the 'Right wing' at the head of 
the Social Democratic and Stalinist Parties. As against 
Trotsky's perspective /lf fighting for a revolutionary prog
ramme and leadership they were to fight for an avowedly 
centrist programme and leadership. 

In reality this meant giving a centrist coloration to ' 
tendencies that were in reality left-reformist. It meant 
abandoning the Trotskyist criticism of these tendencies. 

We have dealt with this process of degeneration at 
length in our book The Death Agony of the Fourth Interna

onal and the Tasks £01' Trotskyi&ts Today. We have 
examined its impact on postwar British Trotskyism in our 

. paper Workers Power (nos. 39 and 40). Relevant material 
has be~n compiled into a pamphlet on the split in the 
WRP. All these publications are available from us. In the 
article that follows, the thesis that Healy's centrism has 
a far reaching past is demonstrated by an examination of 
the 1952 to 1964 period. We concentrate on this period 
precisely because it was the time when many of the 
remaining leaders of the WRP joined Healy's movement. 
It is the period that they are most likely to look back 
to as a true revolutionary period. It was not, and there 
should ~e no return to it. 

In a future article we will look at the evolution of 
the Hell1yites' international polities with particular reference 
to Stalinism, the colonial revolution and the Fourth Interna
tional. 
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s'tance. Moreover the equal importance given to parlia
ment and to industrial action meant a fundamentally 
parlia entary road to socialism: "It is not excluded that 
the m vement for socialism can be carried far through 
the g tes of Parliament and be 'legalised' to a considera
ble de ee thereby.- (Ibid) 

All that is required is "the active vigilance of the mobi
lised masses" (jbid) and, more importantly, a Bevanite 
leader hip in the Labour Party: -On the other side, which 
is po arly designated as Bevanite, are all those forces 
who, gardiess of their previous positions and present 
differ have absorbed certaln lessons from the post 

, war periences and are seeking to overcome the defeats 
of t past. They wish to adopt and implement a prog-

of action that more closely conforms to the 
needs and aspirations of the socialist and Labour 

cause t this critical juncture of its evolution in England.
(LR V I I No.4) 

Flo ing from this whole analysis Healy abandoned the 
Transitional Programme of Trotsky. He put in its 

strategy centering on the election of a Labour 
ent pledged to absolutely vacuous "socialist poli
d led by the "left". 
ughout this period there is not one word of warning 
he potential ,Jor treachery inherent in left-reform
d manifested hi 1957 with Bevan's reconciliation 

aitskell and the right. Instead, all we get is: "Mr. 
and his associates should be given the chance to 
e Labour Party and its next cabinet so they can 
hrough as far and as fast as they can his experi
n dynamic parllamentarlsm." (LR Vol I No.2) And 
iallst poliCies demanded of such a government? 

- I. mplete reliance on the organised power of the work-
ing cl 

2. 0 confidence in Brltaln's capitalists or America's 
imperi lists. 

3. inish without delay the job of nationalising, demo
and re-organising industry along socialist lines. 

into effect a socialist and democratic foreign 
policy. This Is the only road to workers' power and social
Ism in Great Brltaln.-
(ibid - our emphasis) 

Ab nt from Healy's public perspective was any mention 
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of a direct clash between the mobilised workers and the 
capitalist class, workers' councils, the arming of the work
ers, the smashing of the capitalist state and the establish
ment of the proletarian dictatorship. 

This then was the public programme of Healy's group. 
"Orthodox Trotskyism" was retained for the private con- · 
sumptlon of the few dozen members of the secret grouping 
and for international polemics. The two were held together 
by the notion of a prolonged stage of acting publicly as 
Bevanites which would eventually lead to the triumph of 
Trotskyism. Of course this process would be speeded up 

_ by an oncoming economic crisis. This was where Healy's 
lifelong predeliction for perspectives based on an immi
nent crisis - of catastrophic proportions came in. 

By 1952-53 it was clear to an idiot that capitalism 
was in a phase of a powerful and protracted boom. The ' 
impact of this was to strengthen reformism within the . 
working class at large. Even where left-reform ism chal
lenged the right for control of the Labour Party - as it 
did at the Morecambe conference of the Party in 1952 
- the right's control of the union block votes could be 
repeatedly used to restore order. The lefts themselves 
were, as always, unwilling to see a fight with the right 
through to the end. 

Faced with such a situation - the reality of which could 
be measured by so many objective indicators (full employ
ment, rising real wages, restriction of workers' activity 
to 'small scale and fragmented economic struggles) - a 
Marxist would have sought out underlying reasons for this 
strengthened reform ism - seeking its contradictions and 
li mi tations. 

Healy had a different notion of 'perspectives'. They 
had to promise a rapid escape for the revolutionaries from 
marginalisatlon and impotence to leadership and victory. 
Hence economic crisis was the mainspring for achieving 
this. For Healy, a 'crisis' was always an a priori necessity, 
the evidence· for which was then assembled from one sided 
and exaggerated 'facts'. Thus figures showing downturn in 
the trade cycle, bankruptcies, financial crises or alarmist 
statements by bourgeois politicians were eclectically strung 
together. On this basis dramatic changes in the leadership 
of the working class were predicted. 

Such changes were based on the sudden exposure (by 
events) of the present leadership and its replacement -
in the fifties and early sixties by the lefts and in the later 
sixties and seventies by the SLL!WRP itself. The appearance 
of this perspective seems very different - grossly opportun
ist in the first period and highly sectarian in the second. 
But these were simply zig-zags of a common centrist . 
method. Their root lay in an inability to fight reformism 
(right and left) ' for leadership in the workers' movement, 
step by step, struggle by struggle. 

Healy's false approach to perspectives was visible in 
an article written after the Morecambe LP conference 
of 1952, entitled "Where is British Labour Going?". He 
stridently announced: " •••• the movement is militantly deter
mined to push ahead toward a Socialist Britain". (LR Vol. I 
No.4) 

The evidence was Bevan's successes at the Morecambe 
conference. In the wings is the ever present crisis, albeit 
craftily concealed by the capitalists "signs of a slump have 
already appeared, even though the Conservative controlled 
press maintains a conspiracy of silence around it." (ibid) 

From this economic crisis flows a political crisis: "The 
problem of power is not merely a theoretical one for 
Labour in Britain today. It has a burning actuality. "(LR 
Voll No.2) 

This approach was not limited to a specific crisis· or 
situation for it can be found ' year after year, scarcely 
altered or modified by the actual movements of capitalist 
economy or the course of the class struggle itself. Thus, 
in 1954.. we find Willian Hunter writing, "Capitalist Britain, 
in short, Is moving into a crisis. That crisis can only be 
met by the most drastic methods. That must now be seen 
as the background to all political and industrial develop
ments." (LR Vol I No.5) 

The objective of this foolish catastrophism was the 
same as it had been in 1952; "The big task for the Labour 
movement shaping up for 1954 Is to get a Labour govern
ment which will take radical measures against capitalism. 11 

(Ibid) 
In the 1950s Healy's catastrophist perspective centred 

on the installation of a Labour government, under "left" 
leadership and carrying out "socialist policies". This was 
a grossly opportunist misuse of the communist tactic of 

Aneurin Bevan 

critical electoral support for, and putting demands on, a 
Labour government. It was, in essence, confusing a 
bourgeois workers' government with a revolutionary workers' 
government. The former could be installed by exclusively 
electoral means. It would rule for the bourgeoisie and 
deceive the working class. The latter (whilst it might 
or might not receive an electoral mandate) would be 
installed and maintained by the mass mobilisations of the 

working class and its first "SOCialist policies" would centre 
on arming the workers and disarming the bourgeoisie. 
It was and is quite Impermissable to present working class 
power in terms of an electoral victory. 

Healy's adaptatlonist politics led to no serious successes. 
With the suppression of Socialist Outlook and the suspension 
of Labour Review In 1954 the 40 or so members of the 
Club stagnated - publishing nothing, contributing to and 
selling Tribune. 'Pablolsm' co.uld not have effected a better 
disappearing ' act. 

Yet In 1957 they were able to enter a milieu and gain 
significantly from a period of 'socialist regroupment'. Why? 
The reasons for this lie outside of Healy's own undoubted 
energy and organisational skills. They lie in a major crisis 
which erupted within Stalinism caused' by the "Secret 
Speech" of Khruschev, the de-S,talInisation campaign and 
the Hungarian revolution of 1956. 

THE CRISIS 
IN STALINISM 

The world's CPs were caught' in a vicious contradiction. 
Firstly they had to denounce Stalin and open up a series 
of revelations of his crimes that confirmed the Trotskyists' 
case back - in 1936 at least. Then they had to support the 

crushing of the Hungarian workers. They had to open up 
"discussions", promise greater internal democracy and then 
expel those who made use of it. 

The crisis In the British CP was particularly acute. 
The CPGB loyally echoed Moscow's mendacious attacks 
on the Hungarian rising as having been inspired by fascists. 
However, Peter Fryer, a Dally Worker journalist, saw at 
first hand that what was happening in Hungary was a work
ers' revolt being brutally crushed by the Kremlln. His bril
liant and accurate reports, though suppressed, caused a 
major impact on the CPGB. Many workers and intellect
uals gleaned the truth and became sickened by the party's 
apologies for the siaughter. 

A struggle in the party followed. While the Stallnlst 
apparatus won out, its victory was a pyrrhic one. In late 
1956 and early 1957 over 7,000 members tore up their 
party cards. A fermen6 was opened up on the left of the 
labour movement. 

The Healy group intervened energetically In this 
ferment. The split from the CP did not involve the creation 
of a coherent faction. As well as left-moving elements 
who were to be won to Healy's group, there were also 
'New Left' elements, like E.P. Thompson, whose evolution 
was towards social democracy. 

In order to Intervene, the Healyites re-launched Labour 
Review In January 1957. Later that year (May) they partici
pated In the editorial board of The Newsletter, a paper 
edited by Peter Fryer and aimed at the ex-CP milieu. 

The centrism of the Healy group was, undoubtedly, 
given a left impulse by these developments. Two other 
factors served to push the group further left. In 1957 the 
balance of payments crisis in Britain alerted the Tories 
and the bosses to the need to curb the expectations of 
the working class. 

The long boom's minor shudder did produce a limited 
offensive by the ruling class on the wages and organisations 
of the workers. 

Engineering was a key target and, In i957, the AEU 
responded to an attack on wages with a national strike. 
Slgnlflcantly It was the first large-scale national strike 
since the war. It marked a definite resurgence In militancy. 
In Its wake came a whole series of struggles, that were 
often bitterly fought In the car industry, on London's buses 
and In the building Industry. 

While the AEU strike was defeated, It served notice 
that the Industrial working class was not the fading star 
that many on the 'New Left' were claiming It to be. 

The final aspect of the objective situation that led 
to the Healyltes most healthy period, was Bevan's final 
reconc1l1atlon with Galtskell. Over the H-Bomb Issue Bevan, 

· social patriot that he always was, blocked with Galtskell 
against the growing unilaterlallst movement In the party. 

; The Healyltes' disappointment with Bevan and their desire 
· to appeal to the exCPers using the capital of Trotsky's 
struggle against Stalinism led them to assert their Trotsky
Ism more openly and assertively than they had done though-

· out the 1950s. 
The Newsletter and Labour Review were at their strong

est when analysing Stalinism and Its crisis and when res
ponding to the working class struggles of 1957-60. Talented I 
Intellectuals and Industrial m1l1tants ra1l1ed to these pub
lications Including Peter Fryer, Cliff Slaughter, and Brlan 

· Behan. Excellent historical articles by J oseph Redman (Brlan 
Pearce) cleared away decades of Stallnlst lies and distortion 
from the history of the British Labour Movement. The 
Newsletter challenged the CP's strategy of pinning "all 
their hopes on getting majorities In the leading committees 
of the trades unions". 

With the foundation of ' the Socialist Labour League 
In Febuary 1959 an organisation existed that was ready 
and willing to play more than a role as the left tail to 
the Bevanltes. Brlan Pearce's articles on the early CPGB's 
attitude to rank and file organisation armed the SLL's 
attempts to carry out a similar policy which 
feJl on the fertile ground of the revived shop steward-led 
ptruggles of the late 1950s and early 1960s. 

Having recruited working class mllltants, like Brlan 
'Behan, from the CP, the Healyltes got stuck Into the strug
gles. In early ·1958 Labour Review advanced The Newsletter 
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group's Industrial strategy: 
"One succeuful strike, even a small one, la worth a 
dozen parliamentary debatea with the Tories. Inter-union 
rank and file organisation la a vital part of the answer 
to the Tory offeoalve". (LR Vol.3 No.1) 

And later that year this rank and file strategy was put 
Into action In the London bus strike. The Newsletter pro
duced a special Strike Bulletin, which was written by bus
men and sold 20,000 at the height of the strike. It argued 

"What la needed la a national network of rank-and-fiIe 
bodies. with efficient lialaoa and a central organ, so 
that Infornation can be pooled, experiences shared and 
generallaed. and the sense of partIcipating In a common 
ciass battle fostered". (LR Vol.3 No.3) 
The Interventions In the class struggle reached their 

pinnacle In November 1958 with the Rank and File Con
ference. This was called by The Newsletter and attracted 
500 delegates, most of them from manual unions. So 
successful was the conference In comparison with other 
efforts of the 'Trotskylsts' during the 1950s, that Fleet 
Street felt obliged to launch a witch-hunt. The Amal
gamated Union of Building Trades Workers (AUBTW) pro
scribed the meeting and expelled Brlan Behan from the 
union. Needless to say the CP attacked the event as a 
'Trotskylst circus' and joined In the witch-hunt. 

Tt1e continued Interventions of the SLL In the dass 
struggle, enabled It to hold a recall conference In late 
1959 this time bllled as a National Assembly of Labour, 
and open to Labour Party bodies as well as unions. 

By 1960 the SLL had grown Into an organisation of 
hundreds. The Newsletter became Its official paper, Labour 
Review Its Journal. It was proscribed by the Labour leader
ship. Its members were expelled from the Labour Party 
by the dozen. To any serious would-be revolutionary In 
1960 the SLL was the obvious group to Join. Its record 
of aotlvlty In the class struggle and around the crisis of 
the CP between 1957 and 1959 put those of Cliff's Socialist 
Review Group, and Grant's gaggle of followers to shame. 

Yet the SLL failed to maintain and build on this 
promise. It rapidly began a process of theoretical degen
eratlf. Its flexible use of the united from In the unions, 
Its b oc with the Labour lefts In the party and the youth 
move ent, Its participation In CND were all to give way 
to th most virulent sectarianism during the I 960s. Why? 

THE 
SECTARIAN 

SIXTIES 
o vlously It was not simply Healy's fault. It is certain 

he bodied the worst exceses but the SLL leadership 
as a whole never fully settled accounts with the centrism 
Inher ted from the 1948-51 degeneration of the FI or .crltl
clsed the right centrist politics of the first half of the 
1950 These uncorrected methods poisoned the SLL In 
the 960s and reduced It to an Interned sect unable- to 

tactically to the struggles of the working class and 
henc to recruit and consolidate the rank and file m1l1tants 
thro n up by these battles. 

T e 5LL never In fact managed to orient Itself correctly 
on t e Labour Party Issue. Despite Its much higher profile ' 
the LL did not alter the earlier Healy perspective of 
an u critical support for a left Labour leadership and an 
elect ral victory to bring In a Labour Government pledged 
to's clallst policies'. This led to friction with the ex-CP · 
Indus rlal m1l1tants like Brlan Behan. 

B 1960 Brlan Behan arguing . that the SLL should split 
from the Labour Party and declare a new party. The SLL 
had een proscribed by the Labour leaders Immediately 
after Its foundation an~ Its prominent members were expel
led I a number of areas. To withdraw voluntarily would 
have een Just what Galtskell and co. wanted. 

T e SLL leadership were correct to resist though the 



reasons they gave were the old unprincipled deep entrist 
ones. In rejecting Behan's ultra-left and sectarian rationale 
they trampled on LenIn's definition of the Labour Party 
as a 'bourgeois party' based upon the organised working 
class - in short a bourgeois workers' party. The SLL's 
second national conference declared: 

" ••• that It Is a basic principle of the Socialist Labour 
League that the Labour Party Is a working class and 
not a capltallst party. In the oplDlon of conference 
the Labour Party Is a working class party with a react
Ionary bureaucracy foisted upon It as a result of the 
pressures of British Imperialism". (The Newsletter 6th 
Febuary 1960 - our emphasis) 

The answer Is clear - oust the bureaucracy and all wlll 
be well with the Labour Party. The idea of a protracted 
struggle to create a new revolutionary party - a Lenlnlst 
Party Is Implicitly renounced. The task of preparing an 
'alternative leadership' Is posed In the narrowest organ
isational form. 

Why did the SLL reject so explicitly what they were 
to practice In less than four years? The answer lies in 
the perspective the SLL had developed In response to the 
revived left ferment after the 1959 election. Labour, led 
by Galtskell, had abandoned any serious promises of new 
natlonallsatlons. They fought the election campaign on a 
'revisionIst' platform and lost. Their response was to junk 
as much as possible of Labour's 'socialist rhetoric' and 
to distance themselves from the unions In order to play 
down the 'old-fashioned' class Identification of the party. 
They set out to junk Clause IV. This produced a hostile 
reaction from many union leaders. When this was combined 
with the upsurge of the Campaign for Nuclear Disarmament 
it put new wind In the Labour lefts sails - now reorga
nised as "Victory for Socialism" (VFS). 

The conflict . between VFS, CND and new 'left' union 
leaders like Frank Cousins and Galtskell, backed by the 
PLP, the NEC and the Campaign for Democratic Socialism 
became quite fierce. Galtskell's defeat at the 1960 Con
ference led to a fierce attack on the left - this campaign 
of expUlsions and suspensions was what he really meant 

, when he said he would "Fight, fight and fight agaln to 
save the party" for NATO and the H-bomb. 

The Newsletter began to offer the scenario that Gait
skell was another MacDonald. They proclaimed that he 
Intended to split the Labour Party. Their whole perspective 
was of an imminent repeat of 1931 with the lefts Inheriting 
the leadership with the SLL close behind as the alternative. 
When Galtskell proclaimed his defiance of the conference 
decisions and the PLP continued to vote for nuclear weapon 
programmes In Parliament The Newsletter proclaimed: 

"Left MPs must breakaway from the unofficial par
liamentary party and place their own motions down 
for dlscusslon In the House of Commons". (The News
letter 12th November 1960) 
As usual they gave little or no warning of the cowardice 

and unserlousness of the left. The high point of the conflict 
between left and right was the PLP's expulsion of Foot 
and five other MPs from Its ranks. Foot and co. did not 
take long to capitulate. Tribune and the 'left' union leaders 
sponsored an amendment for the 1961 conference that 
hauled down the unilateralist flag and handed Galt'skell 
victory without a fight. 

Gaitskell - aided by Tribune - turned his witch-hunting , 
fully against the SLL and the Young Socialists (re founded 
the previous year) within whose ranks the SLL's Influence 
was growing. 

This 'betrayal' of the Lefts filled the SLL leaders with 
fury The trajectory from now on was towards proclaiming 
the SLL as the alternative to the Labour Right and towards 
a virulence of denunciation which ludicrously underestimated 
the continued hold of reformlsm with the British working 
class. Like disappointed" lovers they turned with frenzy 
on the erstwhile object of all their hopes. 

The SLL's perspective began lose all contact with 
reality Their crisis-based perspctive turned into increasing 
catastrophlsm. These 'perspectives' became a 'superior 
reality' perceivable only by the higher philosophy of 
'dialectical materialism'. The 'alternative leadership' had 
to be built In order to Intersect with the enormous crisis. 
The crisis itself would destroy reform ism and lead revo
lutionaries to victory. the SLL's view of perspective was 
completeely foreign to Trotsky's approach. 

Perspectives for a Marxist are a working guide based 
on a continual assessment and re-assessment of the 
economy, the political situation, the balance of forces with
in the working class and between It and the bourgeoisie. 
Certainly perspectives must be grounded in an analysiS 
of the capitalist world economy. They rest on the under
standing of the Imperialist epoch as one of wars and revo
lutions. They rest on an assessment of period based on 
the upswing and downswing of world economy and on the 
tempo of defeats and victories within the class struggle. 

Since the class struggle Is a living 'combat' Trotsky 
correctly observed that perspectives and predictions must 
have an alternate character. They are not oracular proph
ecies and need to be constantly re-assessed. Where they 
are false It must be admitted. This is vital since the revo
lutionary organisation bases Its activities, Its propaganda 
and agitation on Its perspectives. From this work comes ' 
real concrete confirmation (or contradiction) of these per
spectives. Their prime purpose is not to encourage or con
sole the revolutionary militant. Their job is not to spur 
the militants on to superhuman efforts of sacrifices but 
to guide their actions. 

Trotsky noted "Programmes and prognoses are tested 
and corrected In the light of experience, which Is the 
supreme criterion of human reason" (Ninety Years of the 
Communist Manifesto). 

The role of perspectives became quite different within 
the SLL. Exaggeration was present even in the healthiest 
. period. The Healyltes used catastrophlsm to Justify their 
perspectives for short term mass growth and the capturing 
of the Labour Party. They rightly insisted from 1957 on
wards that the Industrial struggle was the motor force 
behind the struggles In the Labour Party. But they went 
on to exaggerate the revolutionary and political significance 
of a range of disputes. The real content of the 1957-59 
strikes was the defence of wages and job security. Nor 
were workers In the mass generalisIng form these experien
ces. This much Is clear from the fact that between 1950 
and 1968 there were only 5 national strikes and In only 
5 strikes per year were 50,000 or more days lost. 

These disputes had a molecular character. Their mili-

tants were increasingly open to political generalisation. 
and the treacherous role of the trade union bureaucracy 
clearly opened the way to the development of a new rank 
and file movement fighting for militant poliCies, class wide 
solidarity, for democratisation of the unions and against 
sectlonallsm, racism and economlsm. 

If the SLL had held to a united front approach It could 
have given a lead to and crystallised a powerful and organ
Ised shop stewards' movement. Instead It squandered Its 
resources In the pursuit of an Illusory get-rich-quick per
spective. 

The task of destroying reform Ism was entrusted to the 
crisis. The struggle against Galtskell marked the beginning 
of the end for Social Democracy. 

"._the crista of our times permits little room for 
manoeuvre in the future. In other words social demo
cracy has reached the gravest crisis of Its history _. 
Who will lead the Left?" (LR Vol.5 No.2) 

The answer, of course, was: 
"Marxism ,and a Marxist leadership Is the only force. 
that caD fill the' void on the left?"~ (Ibld) , 
If the crisis mongering was bad. then the 'void on the 

,left' theory was disastrous. There Is never a 'void' on the 
left so long as StalinIsm, left reform Ism or centrism exist. 
Unless and untll those forces are defeated In reality -
and not merely IIterarlly In the pages of 1be Newsletter 
- then the central task of Marxists Is to fight them using 
reV:olutlonary tactics. 

The first shift towards the future sectarianism was 
reflected In the 1961 Document "The World Prospect for 
Socialism". In contrast - to all of the previous documents 
with their schemas of transforming the Labour Party this 
dOCument declares 

"The need to build Independent Marxist parties In order 
to proYlde alternative leadership la the moat urgent 
taak of the day". (LR Vol.6 No.3) 
The SLL leadership failed to reassess and correct their 

earlier perspectives. They should have realised that they 
had held an over-optimistic and foreshortened view of the 
'crisis of leadership'. The right held on to their dominance 
and the left were weakened after 1961. How on earth could 

'this betoken the growing political consiousness of the 
masses and the weakening of reformlsm? Yet this is exactly 
how Healy and co. Interpreted events. Along with this loss 
of contact with the actual Labour movement and the real 
consciousness of British workers went an abandonment of 
toe various united front tactics necessary to partake In 
their struggles and really fight the reformist leaders. 

DITCHING 
THE UNITED 

FRONT 
Throughout 1962 united front tactics were ditched In 

favour of repeated calls in 1be Newsletter to build the 
new leadership. The call for rank and file movements 
disappears to be replaced with: 

"On this May Day 1962, we call upon all workers In 
the trade uDlon, Labour Party and the Communist Party 
to conaider seriously the next step In the struggle for 
socialism. Join with us In bulldlng the Marxist 
leadenhlp: join the Socialist Labour League". (1be 
Newsletter 5th May 1962) 
The united front could be got rid of for one simple 

reason. In the SLL's view of things the victory of the right 
in the Labour Party had exposed the 'Iefts'. Left-reformlsm 
was therefore no obstacle as It was: 

" ••• thoroughly dlscredlted and cannot under any circum
stances be conaidered as candldates for leadershlp In 
Labour's left-wing". (LR Vol.7 No.3) 
Discredited In whose eyes? Cannot be considered as 

worthy leaders by whom? 
The SLL and Its several hundred workers might have 

seen through Mlchael Foot and co., but millions of workers 
- as Wilson's 1964 election victory showed - had not even 
had their Illusions In right-wing reformlsm dispelled. 

1956: Budapest workers demolish 'Stalin's statue. 
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To give scientific weight to their prognoses the SLL 
projected a scenario of a capitalist economy In Britain 
teet~lng on the brink of ruin. T, he convenient result of 
econ mc crisis was that It destroyed the material base 
of r form ism and justified a sectarian method of party 
build ng. 

By 1963 the features of Healyism - Imp,ending crisis, 
Impending bonapartlsm or fascism, and full blown sectarian
Ism were codified In a resolution "The Class Struggle In 
Britain" passed at the SLL's fifth annual conference. This 
warned that union participation IJI the NEDC Indicated 
that the main threat of fasCism - came~ not from the right, 
but: 

"WIthin the labour movement Itself, poliCies of class 
collaboration and Integration Into the capitalist state 
can develop a 'left' or 'radical' wing of the corporatlst 
kind". (LR Vol.7 No.S) 

In other words class-collaboration and corporatism become 
one and the same thing In the Healyltes telescoped view 
of t"le world. At t1'!e Same time: 

"'Jbere la no room iD the preaent IItuatlon for left 
reformist movements". (Ibld) 

This I may have been comforting for the SLL but It was 
a m 1lI0n miles away from reality as the history of the 
late 1960s to today demonstrates. The class struggle was 
painted in terms of a continual strugle for power - despite 
the fact that the level of struggle had declined In com
parison with the 1957 to 1959 period. 

This apparent paradox was explained away by Britain's 
economic crisis: 

"The problems of the BrItish ecomony are so acute, 
abet the relation between capital and Ita political agents 
so full of contradlctJona. that the problem of power 
la in fact continually posed". (Ibld) 

To meet this explosive (l963!) situation the SLL announced 
Its turn away from the united front. The resolution of 
the continually posed problem of power necessitated building 
the leadership. The crisis was no temporary phenomenon 
It was "a deep historical one" (Ibld) and building the SLL 

,was therefore a race against time. Via the YS, the SLL 
had staged some significant lobbies of Parliament against 
the witch-hunt. Dizzy with su-ccess they declared that their 
own campaigns were central and: 
"_the work of all the comrades must be centred on these 
main campaigns. • • Our political campaigns are the real 
answer to the problema which are constantly posed by 
industrial militants. Only the construction of the League 
In the fight for the political line corresponds to the real 
needs of the workers iD the trade unions, and the work 
of our trade union fractions must flow from this". (Ibid) 
This turn to their own campaigns reflected In the headlines 
of The Newsletter. Events in the class struggle were pushed 
Into the background while the activities of the SLL become 
front page news. 

With the sectarian turn Healy Increasingly needed to 
seal-off his members from the reality of the class struggle 
and from contact with the rest of the left. The politics 
of the amalgam that Healy learnt while he was a Stallnist 
servlfd him well In this regard. All of the SLL's opponents 
- right and left - , were lumped together in a conspiracy 
against the SLL and the way was cleared to portray the 

' rest of the left, the 'revisionists', as agents of the bour
geoisie. This found its expression as early as 1962: 

"From Transport House and the Communist Party Head
quarters at King Street, down to the much smaller 
groups of Mr. Cliff and his so-called Socialist Review 
state capitalists and the tiDy Pablolte fragments, there 
la unanimous agreement that the SocIalist Labour League, 
should be destroyed". (LR Vol.7 No.2) 

From this It was an easy step to assert that revisionism, 
in particular Pablolsm "Is iD the direct service of Imperial
Ism" (Fourth international - the successor to LR - Vol. 1 . 
No.2 Summer 1964). 

The hysteria against 'renegades and revisionists' helped 
seal the Increasingly young Healyite rank-and-fIle away 
fro j the forums or actions of the Labour movement where 
he r she would have to compare the SLL's politics with 
tho of Its rivals. ' 

fl-rom 1963 the degeneration of the SLL Into a sect 
proc~eded apace. The combination of repeated declarations 
of J he death of reformlsm with the presentation of the' 
SLL and YS's own rallies, conferences or demonstrations 
as poch-making events marks Healy's final departure Into 
a w rid of his own. By 5th June 1965 The Newsletter could 
proc aim; "VIrtually nobody has any more illusions with 
the t-wlng government" (1be Newsletter 9th june 1965). 

his same government was to be returned with a slg
ntly Increased majority within a year. Clearly to quote 
Twain "reports of Ita death had been greatly exag-

"' .. .,., .... ,.... . 
n the other hand the SLL's own activities received 
ost amazing accolades - from Itself; 

Fifth Annual Conference of the Young SocIalists 
ch met at Morecambe on the weekend of Febuary 

7th-28th was undoubtedly the most significant event 
I the working class since the end of the war". (our 

mphasls - WP) 
The Importance given to youth work came to dominate 
ever thing at this time. Important as youth work must 
be a revolutionary organisation It cannot replace effect

'Ive work In the strongest bastions of reform Ism - In the 
unlo s and In the Labour Party where the reformists maln
.taln their grip on the workers' movement. The youth organ
lsat! n of the SLL - having been expelled from the Labour 
Part - set about building Itself as a self-contained 'mass 
orga isatlon'. Increasingly It centered on an agenda of 
disc s, sport, mass rallies and rock concerts with exclusively 
'YS demonstrations and conferences where there was no 
,dlsa reement or debate and where resolutions were carried 
'una Imously'. 

Newsletter reporting the 5th YS Conference blithely 
quot d The Times report that "they voted unanimously 
on very resolution". Unanimity Is a rare commodity in 
ever living organisation. Usually It Indicates an unhealthy 
or d Ing one. 

he YS was Increasingly presented In 1be Newsletter 
as t e replacement for the reformists. 

the Young Socialists have rapidly transformed them
Ives into the moat advanced political leadership within 
e Labour movement that has ever been seen In Its 

". (Ibld) 
At the SLL's Seventh National Congress (June 1965) a 
reso ution on building the revolutionary party In Britain 
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was moved by G. Healy, and~ needless to say, '"passed 
unanimously". Its report In the Newsletter makes curious 
reading. It reported proudly that; 

-a hlgbUght of the coogress was a collection which 
reacbed the all time high of £200. Delegate after 
delegate pledged to do everything possible to launch 
the dally paper.- (Newsletter, June 12th 1965). 

Healy's opening address was packed full of hopelessly false 
estimates and prognoses. The Tory party -la on the way 
back- to power he predicted. Curiously he commented that 
"the only section of the labour movement which separated 
Itself from the right wing was ours" (Ibld). True enough 
but In separating Itself from Wllson and co. Lt also unfor
tunately separated Itself from the labour movement. 

The absolute centrality of 'the youth' was stressed. 
Indeed In a conference in which the Newsletter reported 
"seventy five percent of the delegates conaisted of young 
people below the age of 20 years". Healy talked of "the 
age problem wlthlD the young sociallau" - they were too 
old! 
The "great demand of the hour" was for a dally paper. 
"The paper la the whole essence of Leninism, the whole 
centre of the advice of LenIn In 'What la to be Done'." 
Now this Is sheer nonsense. lakra was not a dally paper. 
The Bolsheviks had a dally paper In 1905-7 when they were 
a mass force In the first Russian revolution and again from 
1912-14 when they led the recovery of the defeats of the 
Intervening years. Healy put the cart squarely before the 
horse. 

ON 
FOR THE 

DAILY 
The mass' dally Is the result of the winning of mass 

Influence by the revolutionaries. It cannot create that In
fluence for a small propaganda grouping. If the latter type 
of organisation tries to create and maintain It then it will 
Inevitably be turned Into an army of paper-sellers and fund 
raisers with no time, energy or experience of fighting with
in the labour movement. 

Healy's perspective was completely topsy-turvy: 
"If we can launch that paper at the height of the crisis 
In the leadership of the labour movement, we are set 
for a transformation. We can transform the present 
organisation into a mass organisation". (Ibid) 

And so Healy firmly set the SLL on course for the daily, 
the declaration of the party and political Irrelevance. 

The catastrophlst perspective becomes the justification 
for all the sacrifices and hyper-activism, for the obsession 
with building the leadership. The membership have to be 
convinced of a permanent pre-revolutlonary situation which 
will boost the 'party' to the head of the masses and justify 
the pain and burning out of comrades. 

The 'reality of crisis' dominated, indeed obliterated 
the humdrum reality of actual struggles. 

" ••• the second imperialist war opened up an unparalleled 
revolutionary crisis which still continues despite the 
ebb and flow of the world class struggle". (FI Vol.3 
No.3 - our emphasis) 

Unparalleled? Obviously the period of the post-war boom 
was more revolutionary than the period of 1917 to 1923, 
which produced the Bolshevik revolution and real revolution
ary crisis throughout Europe! 

Every strike is turned into an example of this revolu
tionary crisis. Thus the 1966 Seaman's strike, "opened up 
a period of political strikes which will be of much greater 
magnitude and explosiveness". (ibld)" Yet no other national 
strikes can be cited to justify this. 

If this was the SLL's response to the strikes of the 
Wllsonyears then the advent of Heath and his anti-union 
laws sent Healy Into orbit. Armed with the daily paper 
Workers Press In 1969, In 1973 the Workers Revolutionary 
Party was 'proclaimed'. Dictatorship and Bonapartism was 
now on the order of the day. An article in Fourth Inter
national entitled "Preparing for Power" warned that: 

Leon Trotsky' with a real communist paper 

"From the standpoint of monopoly capitalism, bourgeois 
parliamentary democracy ••• must be dispensed with". 

Healy was joined in this period, appropriately enough, with 
the actors and actresses of the Redgrave family, 

The SLL completed its evolution from a sect to a cult 
with Healy as high priest of 'Dialectical Materialism '. This 
was turned on its head, converted into a subjective idealist 
recipe for rejecting the real world of victories and defeats, 
of treacherous reformist leaders who did have a terrible 
grip on the workers organisations, of Labour Governments 
that workers did have illusions in. 

The WRP of today should not 
try to return to a 'golden age' 
. . . there never was one. 

Healy's whole approach to the question of crisis and 
the class struggle was far removed from Trotsky's. In The 
First Five Years of the Cl Trotsky observed: 

''The circumstance (the ending of the revolutionary up
surge of 1919-20 with a slump - WP) reinforces our 
conviction that the effects of a crisis upon the course 
of the labour movement are not at all so unilateral 
in character as some slmplifiers imagine. The political 
effects of a crisis (not only the extent of its influence 
but also its direction) are determined by the entire 
existing political situation and by those events which 
precede and accompany the crisis, especially the battles, 
successes or failures of the class Itself prior to the 
crisis may give a mighty Impulse to the revolutionary 
activity of the working masses; under a different set 
of circumstances it may completely paralyze the offen
sive of the proletariat and, should the crisis endure 
too long and the workers suffer too many losses, It 
might weaken extremely not only the offensive but 
also the defensive potential of the working class". 

Trotsky stigmatises as false any notion of permanent crisis 
as "incorrect, one-sided and unscientific" and just as crises 
do not automatically drive the proletariat towards the 
seizure of power neither do booms or recoveries automatic
ally do the reverse. Trotsky concludes In words that apply 
powerfully to the Healyite method: 

"Most unstable and untrustworthy Is revolutionary radi
calism which finds it necessary to keep up its morale 
by Ignoring the dialectic of living forces In economics 
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and politics alike ~. con.tructlng Ita prognosis by 
means ofa pencil and ruler". (First FIve Years of the 
Communist International) 

In looking back over the history of Healyism we can 
see that it was born in a rightward moving centrist adap
tation to left reformlsm - the British variant of Pablo 
and Cannon's centrist collapse. We have seen that it 

. effected a left-centrist turn between 1957 and 1959 which 
led to its healthiest period but that it never rid itself 
of its methodological weaknesses and its programmatic 
revisions. In addition these political weaknesses found organ
isational form in Healy's factional and cliquist methods. 
Healy never tolerated opposition within his organisation 
- producing expUlsions and splits. Obviously this extreme 
personal factionalism also evolved as the SLL became iso
lated fro m the conflicts and tendencies of the actual labour 
movement. Healy became despotic and thuggish. The sect 
became a cult around his personality. But the seeds of 
this terrible a!)d bizarre degeneration were political not 
personal. 

The WRP of today should not try to return to a 'golden 
age', for, if that means a revolutionary age, there never 
was one. They should learn from the history of other splits 
in the WRP - the Lambertist Socialist Labour Group and 
the Thornettites - that in response to Healy's sectarianism 
there is a danger of a return to Iiquidatlonism. The SLG 
and Thorne~t have thrown' the baby out with the bath water 
and enqed up as foot-soldiers in a variety of left-reformist 
led mo'vements. The WRP should not allow their break 
with sectarianism to mean a return to the Labourite liquid
ationisl1j of the 1950s. Workers Power has never tried to 
lay claim to a golden age of British Trotskylsm. We believe 
that the post-war break up of the FI rapidly precluded the 
possibilitY for such a golden age. However, we are not 
idealist. We recognise that elements of the revolution
ary pro ramme were, at various times, utilised and defended 
by the entrist currents. In our analysis of degenerate Trot
sky ism we discard all that is rotten and centrist. But we' 
appropr ate the revolutionary aspects of this tradition. Thus, 
while e do not Identify the early SLL as revolutionary, 
we do identify with its orientation to the working class 
and its ommitment to building a rank and file movement. 

We ppeal to the WRP to use the same method. Break 
with tlie tradition of degenerate Trotskyism. Produce an 
honest I>alance sheet of your own history. Discard ·all the 
accumu political errors. Begin discussions with Workers 
Power a step towards a principled regroupment of British 
Tro 
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THE MINI-REFERENDUM on J an
uary 23rd in the Six Counties 
may well prove to be something 
of a watershed in Unionist resis
tance to the Dublin-London agree
ment. While the DUP and OUP 
received some extra loyal
ist votes over their 1983 tally, 
this was less than they predicted. 

Moreover, they actually lost 
one OU? seat to the SDLP whose 
fortunes revived. It was always 
going to be a question of what 
would happen after the by-elect
ions. Paisley and , Molyneux now 
face a dilemma. What forms of 
effective constitutional resistance 
are left open to them? 

DIVISIONS 

Divisions have already opened 
up between the DUP and OUP 
over whether to boycott Westmin
ster. The OUP realise toot little 
is likely to be gained by this. 
Moreover, the threat of direct 
action against the agreement -
raised by the loyalist paramilitaries 
and cynically exploited by Paisley 
- seems far less likely to material
ise. All the evidence suggests 
that Protestant workers see little 
chance of success along this road. 

It seems most likely that a 
slow process of coming to terms 
with the agreement will have to 
'ccur. Thatcher and King are busy 

Juilding bridges to the Unionist 
MPs. 

Thatcher and King acted in 
the first place because the Tories 
recognised that Dublin's co-opera
tion was necessary to step up 
the repression of Sinn Fein and 
the IRA. The Unionists' scepticism 
on this has been undercut since 
November with clear evidence 
that Fitzgerald and Thatcher mean 
business. More Gardai have been 
sent to the border areas; the 
wave of '/.. arrests and detentions 
of Sinn Fein supporters on the 
eve of Christmas brought protest 
from Dublin; Owen Carron was 
put under lock and key on a 
blatantly trumped up charge. 

Secondly, Thatcher realised 

that the agreement was important 
if Sinn Fein's political progress 
was to be halted and the SDLP's 
fortunes revived. The election 
results have given evidence of 
success here too: a 25% drop in 
Sinn Fein's vote and Seamus Mal
Ion's election. 

[n essence, Thatcher was pre
pared to face down Unionist anger 
in order to try and achieve long
term stability in the Six Counties. 
While getting Dublin to accept 
that partition is here to stay and 
so accept Unionism's continued 
ruling position, the Tories needed 
to break loyalism's intransigent 
opposition to any form of power
sharing with the SDLP. With the 
Assembly elections due later this 
year Thatcher a imed to create 
the conditions for the SDLP's 
entry into the Assembly and there
by incorporate a section of the 
minority population into indentify
ing with, and taking responsibility 
for, the continuation of partition. 

CAN'T STOP 
There are two powerful nega

tive reasons why having now begun 
the process Thatcher cannot afford 
to lose. First, if the agreement 
is scrapped then Fienna Fail would 
undoubtedly be strengthened in 
the 26 Counties in the wake of 
a revival of anti-Ioyalism. In this 
respect Thatcher's aim to draw 
the South closer to NATO and 
Britain would be set back. Second
ly, in the wake of the West land 
crisis and not far away from a 
General Election, Thatcher can
not afford another political defeat 
or protracted crisis. 

On the Unionist's side there 
is very little to be gained by 
threatening to push the issue too 
far. There is no mileage in an 
independent Ulster, economically 
adrift and bereft of US and EEC 
financial backing. Short of this 
there is also the danger that loyal
ist resistance will stir up huge 
British anti-Unionist sentiment 
giving Thatcher the necessary 
backing for further 'reforms' in 

Paisley and Molyneux 

the north. We can sum up the 
agreement this way; an attempt 
to stabilise partition in the short
term through reactionary poliCies 
designed to quell militant 
anti-Unionism. 

Although this involves breaking 
with those elements of Unionism 
which do not correspond with Bri
tish imperialism's interests. Loyal
ism best serves Britain's aims 
in the Six Counties but Britain's 
interests are not identitical to 
those of Unionism. 

The elections have also served 
to expose the weaknesses of Sinn. 
Fein's brand of nationalism. Fierce 
in its condemnation of the SDLP 
for selling-out the minority to 
Britain, they appealed to it for 
a 'nationalist pact' in the elect
ions! They proposed a united front 
between a party that embraces 
the agreement and one that spurns 
it. What confusion this must sow 
in the anti-Unionist forces. 

Sinn Fein have done nothing 
to rally the Six County or 26 
County anti-Unionist workers in 
direct action against the Agree
ment. At their last conference 
their leader even rejected propo
sals for an anti-repression cam
paign which would unite all the 
forces of the left. Sinn Fein's 
leaders fear the action of the 
masses. They seek to constrain 
it and limit it. They are reduced 
- as they were in 1974 over the 
Sunningdale agreement - to relying 
upon using continued IRA activity 

.. 

to enrage the Protestants against 
the 'failure' of the Agreement 
to bring better security. Once 
again Sinn Fein show that they 
have no real class programme 
against imperialism in Ireland by 
a militant petit-bourgeois echo 
of the sectarian communalist poli
tics of all the na t ionalists. 

OPPOSITION 

On the mainland of Britain 
we must do all we can to rouse 
the labour move~ent to opposition 
to the Agreemtlnt and force a 
scrapping of its institutional 
arrangements. Through the trade 
unions we must put pressure on 
the Labour Party. It was a dis
grace that Kinnock and the majori
ty of the PLP should ti{de the 
real purpose of the Agreement 
from the British labour movement 
and dress it up as a step to a 
'united Ireland by consent'. It 
was even more disgraceful that 
some 'Iefts' like Clare Short 
should abstain on it in a Parlia
mentary vote. Within the Six 
Counties we mu t recognise that 
the agreement wi I combine repres
sion against th minority with 
a propaganda wa to confuse and 
divide the anti- nionists over the 
nature of the Agr ement. 

As revolutionary communists 
we cannot close our eyes to the 
fact that in the last few months 

BOTHA~ NOTHI NEW 
DESPITE THE FANFARE in South 
Africa's parliament, PW Botha's 
latest statement contains nothing 
new. ANC leader Thabu Umbekl 
was accurate when he said 
"Nothing has changed." 

In his speech on 31 st January 
Botha called for discussions with 
black leaders: "My government 
wants to hear your views, it wants 
to speak with you and your leaders 
in the spirit of co-operation. " 
What hypocrisy! The voice of 
mtllions of blacks has been heard 
loud and clear by Botha in the 
last year. He has responded by 
sending his gun-thugs into the 
black townships. They have murder
·ed over 1000 blacks in the last 
17 months. If Botha wanted to 
'listen' to black leaders he need 
only visit one of South Africa's 
many prisons where they lie tortur
ed, beaten and chained. 

As for Botha's 'offer' to 
release Nelson Mandela if the 
USSR releases two dissidents: it 
is a cynical attempt to win backing 
from the ruling class of Britain 
and the US by rattling the anti
Communist sword. In response 
the British Foreign Office has 
already referred to "a number 
of significant proposals". 

The rest of Botha's proposals 
are just as useless. He will get 
rid of the pass laws only to 
replace them with another system 
of movement control that will 
make blacks foreigners in their 
own country. The new 'uniform' 
system of identity is the old pass 
laws In a different garb. 

Whilst Botha's speech signifies 
no new course, it ,does indicate 
the continuing pressure the regime 
is under. Botha is forced to daub 
the face of the racist regime 
with more and more cosmetic' 
reforms. It Is desperately trying 
to convince the US and Britain 
that tinkering with apartheid will 
be enough to protect their multi-
million pound investments. But 
none of these 'reforms' will take' 
the steam out of the black masses 
revolt. It remains to be seen 
whether they will be enough to 
buy off the moderate religious 
leaders who, until now, have 
remained within the camp of the 
mass struggle. But because Botha 
is offering the black masses, noth
Ing economically or politically 
his 'new strategy' will do nothing 
to abate the struggles of the 
youth, the black workers and the 
township dwellers. 

Meanwhile the press censorship 
remains In place. The corpses 
pile up In the townships. Apartheid 
In all its essential features Is 
maintained. Its opponents remain 
banned and imprisoned. 

COSATU which has given 
the regime 6 months to end the 
pass laws, and the school students 

resume 
give 

, but they 
thout struggle. 

and school 
be launched 

the state 
pass laws. 
be formed 

and the 
armed against 
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the Protestant working class has 
been mobilised in support of loyal
ism's reactionary objections. 

To attempt to quell its fears 
by promlslOg greater democracy 
in a united Ireland as some do 

like Socialist Organiser is 
absurd. The Protestant workers 
have all the democracy they need 
or want for their purpose, namely, 
defending their privileges in hous
ing, employment, local government 
and the security apparatus. What 
possible temptation can it be to 
them that they should enjoy 
greater bourgeois democracy in 
a 32 county semi-colony with 
higher prices, massive taxes, high 
unemployement, a clerical state 
and the possibility of reverse dis-

, crimination? 
The Protestant workers will, 

historically speaking, have to 
make a big leap in consciousness. 
Only the programme of revolution
ary communism implaccable 
struggle against imperialism and 
green nationalism (of Sinn Fein 
or the Green Toryism of the 
South) - can break off a sector 
of Protestant workers. Only this 
programme, fused with the mass 

movement of anti-Unionist 
workers throughout the 32 counties 
can paralyse loyallsm's will to 
resist and convert a section of 
its vanguard to the fight for a 
32 county Irish Workers 
Republic •• 

by Keith Hassell 

Botha's terror squads. Delegate 
co-ordinating committees should 
be formed everywhere to co-
ordinate the strike. 

Botha's speech comes at a 
time of relative lull in the South 
African struggle. The response 
to It must be a revolutionary storm 
which sweeps away Apartheid and 
the capltallst system which props 
It up. 

.. 
Cl , 
.t. .s 
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ONE BY PRODUCT OF the West
land affair was the fleeting glimpse 
it gave of the social and political 

, power of "the City". 
Behind the battle of words 

, in Parliament, the real power to 
decide the fate of 9,000 workers 
lay with "the shareholders". Of 
course in Thatcher's view of capit
alism, "the shareholders" are meant 
to be thousands of middle class 
penSioners with a few quid to 
spare. The Albert Hall was hired 
so they could all file in and vote 
"democratically". 

Events, however, revealed a 
different picture. Frantic trading 
broke out in West land shares. Mil
lionaire capitalists in both camps 
gobbled up all the shares and votes 
they could find, at twice the 
normal price. In the end a hand
ful of investors held the power. 
Even the politicians had to resort 
to a mixture of threats and grovel
ling to try to influence their votes. 

Operations like this happen 
every day in the City. The West
land deal simply lifted the lid 
off this murky world we are not' 
normally aliowed to see. So what 
is "the City", and why is it so 
Important? 

FINANCIAL CENTRE 
Most people identify the "City 

of London" with the London Stock 
Exchange. This is one of its main 
Institutions but by no means the 
only one. The City's cramped 677 
acres also contain the Bank of 
England, all ' the Merchant Banks, 
the headquarters of the High St 
banks, the money markets, foreign 
currency markets, Lloyds ( the 
main insurance market), commodity 
exchanges, and a whole host of 

advisors, brokers, lawyers & 
accountants. There are even 
companies whose sole purpose is 
to lure top "analysts" from one 
£50,OOO-a-year job to another. 

Half a million people work 
in the City's square mile. A study 
in 1967 showed that every day 
over 3 million phone-calls are 
made, 4! million letters typed 
and half a million messages 
hand-delivered. And that was in 
1967! 

So on the face of It all this 
activity is devoted to the not 
very productive task of moving 
a mountain of paper from one 
end of the City to another. 

Yet it makes the City one 
of the most profitable places on 
earth to invest in. Why? 

TOYTOWN 
In the textbooks of capitalist 

economics the City's profits are 
justified because it provides a 
"vital" function to industry: the 
banks provide the money, the Stock 
Exchange channels it into industry, 
grandpa's shares earn a few quid 
a month keeping you and me in 
a job. This is the kind of stuff 
that Keith Joseph's new "economic 
awareness" courses will peddle 
to school students. It has more 
in common with the Bank of Toy
town than with the real dealings 
of the City sharks. 

Take the Stock Exchange. It 
is true that the Stock Exchange 
channels funds to industry through 
the issue of new shares. However 
if this were its only task it would 
be a hundred times smaller. 

When a company issues shares 
on the Stock Exchange it recieves 
money which it can use to buy 
machinery etc. But this is the 
last time it does recieve any 
money for them. , Thereafter the 
shares belong to the buyers who 
can do what they want with them. 
Nearly all the wheeling, dealing, 
shouting, pushing and shoving that 
goes on in the Stock Exchange 
is devoted to what's called the 

Money talking! 

"secondary market". This means 
that. you don't buy shares to get 
a share in the profits of a firm, 
or to get interest on a government 
bond in 10 years time. You buy 
shares at 10.00am to sell them 
again at 1O.30am for more money 
than you paid for them. Always 
providing some kind soul hasn't 
wiped 5p off the value of the 
pound by doing the same thing 

, on the foreign currency markets, 
then you've made a profit. 

The main role of the Stock 
Exchange is, therefore, as a den 
for speculation. It is the biggest 
gambling club in Europe. 

And it's not the only one. 
Lloyds, the insurance giant is 
another source of easy money 
for the rich. If you are lucky 
enough to have over £100,000 in 
the bank you can become a "name" 
at Lloyds. All you have to do 
is pledge that money to Lloyds 
in case they have to pay-up if 
a plane, ship (or space-shuttle!) 
comes to grief. Meanwhile you 
earn money from insurance pre
miums and your money's still in 
the bank earning still more in 
interest. As if this was not enough, 
you don't have to pay tax for 
3 years on your profits from 
Lloyds. And if you re-invest in 
Lloyds, you pay no tax at all! 
What a wonderful world for the 
City gents. Only a mile away In 
the East End of London DHSS 
snoopers terrorise families searching 
out the smallest dole fiddles. 

But this is the beauty of the 
City as world financial centre: 
normal laws do not apply. British 
governments have always refused 
to "regulate" the City's activities. 
One of Thatcher's first acts on 
coming to power was to remove 
exchange controls, opening the 
way for an influx of international 
financial capital to join in the 
speculative jamboree, and giving 
British capitalists new freedom 
to take their money overseas. 

FRAUD 
Fraud is rife in the city. In 

1984 £776 million worth of fraud 
was being investigated in London. 
The real figure is much higher 
as less than 20%, of fraud cases 
are reported. 

But despite recent scandals 
over the collapse of J ohnson Mat
they Bank, at Lloyds and now 
over the British Telecom share 
issue, Thatcher has turned a blind 
eye. Instead of a hue and cry 
about "law and order" such as 
was raised about the so-called 
crime-wave in the inner cities, 
the government appointed a 
"watchdog" made up of ••• stock
brokers and merchant bankers! 

THE 
CITY , 

policy by engineering a "sterling 
crisis". 

There is one thing the City 
financiers could not live with; 
any real attempt to impose legal 
restrictions on their activity. At 
the first sign of this they would 
begin to move their money else
where precipitating severe economic 
di fficultles and placing great press
ure on the government of the 
day to "layoff". 

Whilst this means that "SOCial
ism" is enemy No 1 for the City, 
it also means that the bankers 
are not over-keen on any of 
Labour's plans to "regenerate Indus
try" at the expense of controls 

t on the City. 
o 
~ As a result, whilst Labour's 
ID economic thinkers generally love 
6 the idea of "regenerating" the 
El profits of the City of London as 
~ a leech on the body of capitalism: 
~ "If only it could be got rid of, 
~ or at least reformed, then investors 
ID would put their money Into industry 
-" instead of speculating in 
:!1 Euro-dollars etc". This is the theme 

In addition it is now proposed 
that fraud trials be taken out 
of the hands of juries because 
they are "too complicated". The 
real reason is that jury trials were 
providing a 95% conviction rate! 

of many a Labour Party "report" 
or "document" (but not many a 
manifesto). 

It is certainly true that the 
growth of the City was mirrored 
historically by the decay of British 
industry. It Is true that in the 
last ten years Investment In 

POWER 
The City is the concentration 

of the banking system in Britain. 
The City therefore plays a pivotal 
role in the British economy. With
out new money or the extension 
of credit, the economy would soon 
grind to a halt. And because of 
this it is a centre of political 
power for the British capitalist 
class. 

Money talks, so the saying 
goes. And in Whitehall it talks 
through Treasury officials, the 
Governor of the Bank of England 
and the many top bankers who 
find their way Into politics; John 
Nott and Cecll Parkinson to name 
but two recent examples. Through
out the i950s the City dictated 
the priorities of government eco
nomic policy. In 1967 and again 
in 1975 the Bank of England forced 
major changes In Labour's economic 

industry has stagnated whilst, 
speculation In shares, bonds, 
"futures", currencies, metals, etc. 
has trebled. The FT index regularly 
breaks new records, yet 4' million 
are out of work. 

But it is a total fallacy to 
think that British capitalism could 
do without the City, or that there 
is a "friendly" industrial wing of 
capitalism that is the natural 
enemy of the bankers. We only 
have to look at the Westland deal 
to see how Intertwined GEC, Brit
ish Aerospace, etc. were with 
their Lloyds Bank backers. 

What is certain, as a Labour 
Party document oh the City admit
ted in 1982, Is that: 

"a strategy for economic re
covery must bntall a challenge 
to the power J.f the clty." 

That is, even a strategy for its 
capitalist recover • 

, But what if Ithe City refuses 
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to have its power chailenged? 
What If attempts to legally 'regu
late' its activities are met with 
massive economic sabotage - poli
tely known as a 'withdrawal of 
business confidence'? 

Labour has , no answer to this. 
They could not even resort to 
state-capitalist nationalisation such 
as carried out by the 1945-51 
Labour Government and advocated 
today by Benn. Why not? Because, 
as the above-mentioned report 
admits, compensation to the High 
Street banks alone would total 
£3,400 million, 130 times the real 
value of coal and steel in 1945! 
And this Is precisely why they 
have never made a real attempt 
to 'challenge' the city's power 

even in order to 'regenerate' 
British capitalism. , 

There Is in fact a simple way 
of challenging the power of the 
City of London - immediate nation
alisation of the banks, finance 
houses and insurance markets with
out compensation. Under the cont
rol of workers a centralised plan' 
of production could then put to 
work all the money preViously 
squandered on the stock exchange 
and the money markets. 

But if the City were threaten
ed with this its friends in the 
army, the judiciary, the police 
and the monarch would come to 
the rescue. Not to mention its 
so-called "enemies" in industry. 
A real challenge to the power 
of the City means a challenge 
to the power of capitalism - it
armed power, its state machine. 
To those who think this is 'utopian' 
we say: not as 'utopian' as expect
ing Labour to unlock the vast 
wealth of the City by peaceful 
persuasion: not as 'utopian' as 
expecting the city gents to give 
up their £100 dinners and £1000 
suits in the interest of creating 
jobs at British Leyland. 

The City's corridors of power 
rise high above the poverty of 
South and East London. But its 
power only exists because we and 
millions of workers overseas are 
exploited. The death blow against 
this exploitation will be aimed 
squarely at this den of swindlers 
and profit sharks •• 

STOP THE I PAYMENTS 
LABOUR'S LASf ROUND of resis
tance to rate-capping was a fiasco. 
The councUlors did Dot stand firm. 
Workers who had been told to 
"back these councillors" were left 
confused and leaderIess. Now 
Labour councillors are compounding 
~heir defeat by putting up no resis
tance this time round. 

Nowhere Is this clearer than 
In Lambeth. Here Ted Knight is 
planning to sell the Town Hall 
and other council assets on a lease 
back basis In order to bridge the 
deficit budget. Meanwhile Jim 
O'Brien, local council workers' 
union leader, Intends to occupy 
that same town hall to threaten 
the Tories. Whether the City will 
buy a property with sitting - or 
occupying - tenants is of course 
another matter. 

A fatal logic lies at the heart 
of Knight's latest piece of oppor
tunism. He hopes the lease-backs 
will tide Lambeth over until the 
return of a Labour Government 
in two years time. Knight imagines 
that Labour will then come to 
his rescue and release Lambeth 
and Liverpool from the clutches 

f the wicked City. 
Lambeth workers should not 

trust Knight's word that their 
are secure once the lease-back 

are made. The Tories will 

to sell off the 
order to boost 

rust in Knight 
u",.rlr,~r~ unprepared for 

n it comes. 
alternative 

• Workers can 
a budget they 
not paid for 

by mortgaging Lambeth's future 
to the City. That means refusing 
to pay the interest payments that 

, the banks have saddled Lambeth 
and other local authorities with. 
It means holding back the police 
precept. That is the alternative 
to Knight's costly and opportunistic 
deceit.O 
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oN THE FACE 'of It the RED 
WEDGE tour repreeeota a revolu
tion ID the Labour Party's attitude 
to youth. 8ecaU8e It la centred 
OD the immediate needs and coo
cema of youog people. rock music 
la an Ideal vehicle for gettlDl 
over aoc1aUat polIt1ca. Unfortun
ately tbouIb. lOCiallat poUtles 
get a very rough deal ID the tour 
IbelL 

In contrast to the LPYS, which 
; Is starved of funds by the party 
' bureaucrats and starved of Ideas 
by Its Militant leadership, no 
expense has been spared to produce 
leaflets, posters, badges and 
T-shirts proclaiming the message 
of the tour. But what Is the 
message? Look Inside the glossy 
red & black cover of the tour's 
pamphlet; -A State of indepen
dence- and you'll find It Is 
peddling the same stale politics 
as Klnnock, Hattersley & co. OK, 
It points In vivid language to 
the Injustices dealt out to youth 
by the Tories: no jobs, YTS 
misery, low pay and few state 
benefits, no housing, attacks on 
Gay youth, etc. It does so with 
a lot more relevance than the 
stuff regularly churned out by 
the YS. But look for concrete 
demands on Labour to do any
thing about It and you will find 
very few. YTS trainees should 
get ••• £37 a week; students over 
J6 should get ••• £27 a week. These 
were the only real political 
demands I could find. But the 
Paul _. Weller records selling at 
£5 a time let alone Red Wedge 
T-shirts at £10 were 0 good illustr
ation of how Inadequate they are. 

NOTHING 

As for Gay youth, for low 
paid youth and black youth suffer
Ing police racism the Red Wedge 
pamphlets promise nothing. Very 
wisely. For that Is exactly what 
the next Labour' government will 

ffer . them under Klnnock. As 
\;. calls to action, apart from 

g~t- «le _ )"n~ 
'leaflets have Httle to suggest. ' 
No wonder, since Klnnock has 
spent the last two years telling 

. the whole working class not to 
,fight back, and to wait for a 
' Labour government. 

At the discussion forums held 
before each concert Paul Weller 
Jerry Dammers and Billy Brag~ 
have looked uneasy when pressed 

• IS ••• 

-t 
about this lack of political 
content. Fans of other "political" 
bands like the Redskins have put 
Weller & co. under a lot of press
ure to criticise the Labour leaders 
openly on the tour. But their 
response to such pressure at the 
Leicester gig for example, ranged 
from the stupid; "youth can't 
change anything because we can't 
vote" (Suggs of Madness) to Jerry 
Dammers' claim thilt Red Wedge 
was meant to set up a way for 
youth to Influence the Labour 
leadership. -If we show them we've 
got you behind us then maybe 
they'll start listening to us. - he 
replied to one sceptic. 

Why should they? As with the 

-Ys the Labour leaders are 
perfectly happy to allow Red 
Wedge to gather votes amongst 
youth. But when 250,000 school 
students actually did "get organ
Ised" and went on school-strike 
last year KInnock and the NEe 
roundly condemoed them. And 
the people who organised that 
strike are now being kicked out 
of the Labour Party. 

The Red Wedge concerts them
selves have been largely unpollt
Ical. We don't demand that the 
Red Wedge groups play ,"Ideologlc-

More Confusion From 
Thompson's Stable 

~"AR WARS: Edited by E.P. Thom- , 
pson 

made it necessary for the govern
ment to package the SDI as a 
defence strategy to put an end 
to the threat of nuclear war. In 
this article, there Is ample evid
ence of Thompson's complete 
inability to differentiate between 

Penguin 1985 (£2.95 pbk 149 pp) 

Star Wars Is a collection of 
articles, edited by E.P. Thompson, 
covering the technological, milit
ary, economic and political aspects 
of the 'Strategic Defence Initia
tive' (S.D.I.) or Star Wars project · 
of the US Government. The bOok 
has fundamental flaws, but within 
Its limits It does-contain some 
valuable Information. Ben Thom
pson's article 'What Is Star Wars?', 
for example, Is useful In helping' 
give the lay person a scientific 
understanding of Star War's fright
ening military capability. 

The glaring Inadequacy of the 
book's political method and analysis 
Is shown up' most clearly In E.P. 
Thompson's own articles entitled 
'Why Is Star Wars' and 'Folly's 
Comet'. The first article contains 

' a laughable explanation of the 
US governments's enthusiasm for 
Star Wars. Thompson puts It all 
down to Reagan's personal obseSSion . 
with science fiction (the star trek 
syndrome) and the Influence of 
'mad' anti-Soviet scientists - one 
Edward Teller Is 'mentioned In 
this regard. 

Thompson argues that star 
wars was a response to the 
'popularity and success' of the 
freeze movement In the US which 

specific conjunctural factors 
such as the usefulness of Star 
Wars to Reagan's re-election camp
aign and the longer term strategic 
motives of US Imperialism. . 

The second article written 
by Thompson continues In a similar 
bewilderingly eclectic vein. Its 
argument Is self contradictory. 
On the one hand Thompson claims 
Star Wars Is motivated by the 
US desire to gain overwhelming 
military superiority over the Soviet 
Union and undermine the SOViet 
economy. On the other hand he 
claims that even the Pentagon 
strategists have doubts about Its 
military feasibility and Instead 
support It as a clever ploy to 

,give US Imperialism a technological 
advantage over It's European and 
Japanese competitors, and force 
them Into economic client status. 
I~ order to piece this jigsaw 
together Thompson ends up explain
Ing the star wars project as being 
the responsibility of one particular 
'nasty' and 'dictatorial' US 
Government. The reader Is left 
at best, In a state of breathles~ 
confUSion. 

Thompson has no understanding 
of the roots of the Star Wars 
drive against the USSR. The object 
of the project Is to give the USA 
total nuclear superiority and the 
ability to deliver a first strike 
from behind the Star Wars shield. 
This Is a means of ' forcing the 
Soviet bureaucracy to accept US 
terms and extending US Imperial
Ism's global domination on the 
road to reintroducing capitalist 
exploitation In the USSR. Thomp
son's Impressionistic pretence of 
an analysis serves only to blind 
the reader to that root cause of 
the project. 

Reading this book reminded 
me of Trotsky's critique of Burn
ham and Schachtman. They rejected 
what the called the 'abstract' 
method of dialectical materialism 
and sought refuge In undiluted 
pragmatism. This led them ever 
further Into the Imperialist camp. 
Thompson's 'creative thinking' 
and 'anti-Intellectualism' has 
already led him Into the neutralist 
camp of the 'European Nuclear 
Disarmament Movement'. Where 
will It lead him next? 

In short this book does contain 
some useful Information. But the 
reader has to extract It while 
rejecting the editor's method and 
anlysls.. 

Phil Sharpe 
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,ally sound" music. That Is the 
tradition of Stalinism. What we 

,do demand Is that whatever kind 
of music they play they speak 
out against the traitors and 
bureaucrats who run the Labour 
Part)£. This Includes people like 
Annajoy Davld w~o, before becom
Ing a Red Wedg~ frontperson was 
last seen helping Bruce Kent close 
down YCND and get rid of Its 
"too radical" leaderS. And It means 
fighting people like Paul Bower , 
the tour manager, who refused 
to let Silent night strikers Into 
the Bradford gig to collect money. 

OUT THIS 
MONTH I 

~ ... 
[111111 Weller, Bragg & Somervllle 

should stop letting themselves 
be used by Labour's PR machine 
to promote no-future poliCies 
and start using their public voice 
and popularity to get youth organ
Ised to fight now. 

"The establishment have turned 
socialism Into a dirty word" says 
the Red Wedge leaflet. So have 
the Labour leaders, by denounCing 
black youth, young miners and 
striking school students as 
criminals; by organising no fight 
against unemployment, by shelVing 
the policy of Unilateral Disarm
ament. 

Turning socialism Into reality 
will Involve a lot more than 
concerts anyway. But concerts 
where "political" bands cover up 
for the Labour leaders, and where 
Red Wedge T-shirt sellers crowd 
out striking workers? If "This Is 
Socialism" as the T-shirts proclaim, 
who can blame the youth for 
preferring rock 'n' roll? ~ 

Paul Mason 
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A Poets Tale 
'A LONG WAY FROM HOME, an 
aUloorognlpny-uy :oae Mck.ay. 

Pluto Preu 1985 (£4.95 pbk 354p). 

In 1912; the young aspiring 
black poet Claude McKay left 
his native Jamaica for New York. 

, In 1937 he published his autoblog
, raphy. During the Intervening quar
ter century, McKay had journeyed 
over three continents, won Inter
national acclaim as a writer, and 
along the way met people as di
verse as Charll Chaplin and Leon 
Trotsky. 

The journey I was seldom easy 
for the black p~et. It took McKay 
six years to gain any success In 
the States. No I only did McKay 
fktd himself up against the racism 
of the white cultural establish
ment, but he could only write 
In his spare tl J e as a waiter on 
the railways. 

McKay had a lucky break in 
1918. His poe ry was published 
by Frank Harri the great Irish
American critic Success followed 
quickly. McKay found himself a 
celebrity In t e radical circles 
of Gr:eenwlch village. Soon he 
became a regu ar contributor to 
(and later edlto of) the SOCialist 
journal The iberator, founded 

, by Max and Cry tal Eastman. 
It was In he pages of The 

Liberator that If We Must Die" 
one of McKay' greatest poem~ 
was published. Set against the 
labour and racl I explosions which 
followed the e d of World War 
One, the poem asserted like no 
other, the hero srn of the black ' 
masses. And, "or It the Negro 
people unanlmou Iy hailed me as 
a poet". 

Soon after he publication of 
"If We Must 0 eH the wanderlust 
that was to be a dominant urge 
In McKay's life egan to ring ever 
more loud. He decided to visit 
England In 191. England was a 
sore disappoint ent to McKay. 
The weather ide, the racism 
he found there was even more 
bitter than In merlca. The only 
solace the poe could find was 
his own work a d the membership 
of two radical cl bs. 

It was In E land that McKay 
began to read arx. He worked 
as a journalist on the Marxist 
paper The Wo kers Dreadnought 
alongside .. Sylvla Pankhurst. How-

ever, McKay was never a Marxist. 
He failed to understand the marx-
1st method and felt that as a poet 
he was 'above' organised political 
work. Nevertheless, McKay's sym
pathy lay with the oppressed and 
their struggles. It was this sense 
of solidarity, always at the heart 
of his art, that led McKay to 
undertake 'The Magic Pilgrimage' 
to the Soviet Russia In 1921, to 
see for himself the results of the 
'grand experiment'. 

The seven chapters which des
cribe McKay's sojourn In SoViet 
RUssia are the best In the book. 
Few others have described so vivid
ly the turbulence and dynamism 
of Immediate post-revolutionary 
Russia. The racism which McKay 
experienced as everyday, reality 
In capitalist America and Britain 
was virtually non-existent In the 
Infant workers' state. On the con
trary, the Russian workers and 
their Bolshevik Party embraced 
and feted McKay as a symbol 
of the black oppressed throughout 
the world. He attended the Fourth 
Congress of the Comintern as 
an Independent observer. He met 
nearly everyone; Radek, Krups
kaya, Lunacharsky, Trotsky, Kata
yama, Zlnovlev. • • 

McKay left the Soviet Union 
In III health. A recuperative wander 
led him around Europe and North 
Africa and brought meetings and 
friendships with such IIterati as 
Slnclalr Lewls and Ernest Hem
mlngway. But some of the old 
magic had gone. The journey and 
Its telling Is Increasingly ridden 
with a deepening cynicIsm that 
speeded McKay's transition to 
outright anti-socialism (a process 
only completed after the publica
tion of his autobiography - he 
died a Catholic In 1948). 

A Long Way From Home Is 
a remarkable book about a remark
able life, with the constant thread 
of both being McKay's perceptive 
and courageous fight for racial 
equality. As historian for his age 
McKay Is not always reliable. Yet 
with Mckay's pen, the epoch 
shaping people and events he wit
nessed are brought to life In a 
way that perhaps only poets can 
achleve.o 

Jon Lewis 



THE PRESSES 
TIlE TOTAL BANKRUPTCY of real active support. It will even 
the print union leaders was under- open up divisions and back-biting 

EXPEL 
EETPU lined on the morning after the amongst the bosses. 

presses first rolled In Wapplng. The bosses have, v,ery clearly, 
ftWlth hindsight we now realise decided to restructure the whole 
that we allowed Mr Murdoch about newspaper industry. Their plans 
a year to prepare himselffl comm- are carefully laid, the technology 
ented BUI Miles, national officer exists now to implement them. 
of SOGAT. Th f h . e Ig t against them cannot TIlE 

If their past strategy was limit itself to a return to the ONLY POSSWLE response 
bad their current one Is worse. h to the EETPU's collaboration with past, t at will not happen. The M 
Dubbins has anounced that, "We strength of the printers In the POU.(;All.EW,""""',,'onlousterfromTIIalJ.,'ortman urdoch Is to expel It from the 
are In this dispute to get sympathy past was based on their skills. ~~;.~'::~RIIjHI~bdodl ........ T~nolo.cr • ruc. It's not just a question of 
from the public." With that in Today, a bus load of scabs can 4;$" MW IIdOft.v.."'".""r, . dOd/ ,bln.s defending five thousand printers' 

I d th h d ·*!"",_OIIlh.ClreokbrOctoher, jobs t N I I I m n ey ave promise that be taught to run off four national ~ • ~ldieSllablsl.""loia .. _ •• ti"'oI"lil a ews nternat ona. 
they will not break the Tory anti- daily newspapers in a couple of .,o,,'II01I.1IMobreab""'. P811ihf300 000 ,~t EETPU's support for the scab 
union la th ' 11 II f 800$l"'r. Ad .. rti.lft.',.t .... Uf ... a .. l~ 'f ..... wltlt miner' I I N I rpedo-ws, ey WI not ca or months. Plenty of unemployed Slr .. I. n..o.U, Mirrt'tmpIOYS2000,QO tbo".ftF!eel s un on n otts, ts to 
secondary action, they will not school leavers already have the 3 1t1o,1I1lo......... "lIdllroabse •• u t Ing of support for the NUM In 
spread the strike and they will typing skills necessary to take f1"'SI'::.~~:::l:; • .::-;oe •• ft.pr. ..... ....... vt.f the Great Strike, and Its clear 
not organise determined mass the place of a master printer. .. ...... U •• OCi.'"" ... · • ''''cr.phlalso'nUllCliwllo .preparation for a new breakaway 
pickets. The technology could be of ..... "ti ... to .. .,. •• ~!'T,':_sl"t<ldl.u:1OO Illl IIIO. union federation all show the 

If the 'strategy' of Dean and benefit to society, the jobs could <t_~,:!d""~~"'!r."'''''lh'''''''otI, EETPU. under Its present leaders, 
Dubbins Is not replaced immedlat- be saved, the products could un- ....... ,,_ IIOtu. ,~ to be a dangerous threat to the 
. I h I Id b :'..l~~," ... ~~~i"W"OIt.~,._! .. tf .. " ... ~·~....-.vjltCl.' whole organised I bo e y t en t wou not e alarmist doubtedly be l'mproved _ but on - _._", ,"_. _0 ~ a ur movement. 

... .., 110' 0440..1, ..... &.,; t PO •• O/cer d'_. H ' 
to say that there could be no one condition. The printers them- t .... illo ........... ~ .. IIIe.Iw •• t .. ~ .. t.. ammond s scabs should have 
printers working In Fleet Street selves must control the technology !:!:'~~"',,"1:::'~~-:&I.~::'r been thrown out of the TUC during 
within two years. Militants from and the recruitment of those who ..... ·l1lou...... ·the ~iners' strike. Letting them ..... ~ '""'llIo.......... t I h h all the print unions must urgently operate it. The target for prlnt- • .. 1I .. • ... olo...--IIdr........,. ge away w t t eir treachery 
organise to spread the strike to workers must be as complete a . 'only encouraged them. In the long 
the rest of the Industry. That break with the past as the bosses One industr 0 drawn out preparation of the 
will be ruled unlawful and it will are hoping to make - but In a Respect AllY . ne fight rg,:present dispute by Murdoch, the 
'be opposed by the official leaders. different direction. They are hoping PiCket lines C pussy-footing appeasement tactics 
More important, however, it will to use their ownership to remove of Willis and the General Council 
stop the greater part of the the strength of the unions _ the have again encouraged the scabs. 
bosses' press, it will be the found- unions must use _ their strength They have been openly recruiting 
ation for appealing to the rest to remove the bosses' ownership.. ..IIIIi111iii.':!!!! :U and training scabs to take printers' 
of the trade union movement for g» jobs since the Autumn - and the 
~~ .................... ~~~ ................................................................................................ ::~ TUC has let them. Of course 
/, not all, or even most; EETPI: 

offered before. And there are NUT b ' members are scabs. Thou' sal 

BEWARE THE 
SELL OUT 

AFTER NEARL Y A year In dispute 
the leaders of 5 teaching unions 
are recommending acceptallCP 
of a scandalous 'deal' stitched 
up by ACAS. 

Not only does the deal fall 
far short of the original claim 
of at least £1200 for every teach
er. For many teachers it is actu
ally worse than the package offer
ed and rejected In October. It 
gives teachers just 6.9% for 1985 
with an additional 1.6% for one 
day! This leaves 57,000 teachers 
at the bottom of the pay scales 
with less than the £480 flat rate 

rnem ers could encourage m ed t 240 strings attached. h I anag 0 miners at have been silenced EETPU b 
The '0-. nas ., .,...~" ~!. N..~§{llli!L..s:olle~ . .t~ ~~~~:::,:-J~~':~::~:;"~:;:=;-;::1~~~1.n~~~=~~!S~~~j~~ 

deal and for the moment Is carry- commendation and fight on with ScargUl and a year of picketing Street electricians 
ing on with limited industrial act- us. by Leicester's "Dirty 30" striking Service workers during the NHS 
ion. As the NUT leaders have miners did not achieve. dispute In 1982, they were so 
pointed out, the deal on offer ·STOP THE SELL OUT! Hughes had already suffered fiercely attacked by their own 
gives most to those who have STEP UP THE ACTION! a double defeat. He was ousted leaders that they attempted to 
taken no action themselves. from the Area President's job join SOGAT! 

But It is the NUT leadership's ALL OUT STRIKE NOW! by an NUM loyalist. Then the The enemy is the leadership 
own strategy - a war of attrition by Adrian Swain UDM were beaten In a 64% to of EETPU, the membership of 
- that has brought us to this sit- 32% ballot against leaving the EETPU are potential allies. But 
uation. By allowing only limited NUM. those allies need to be won over 
and selective action they have AN IMPORTANT So, when he started handing to active participation In the fight 
encouraged the majority of their out UDM recruitment leaflets against Hammond. Expulsion from 
membership to become passive VICTORY in the canteen a Elllstown - where the TUC would not only make 
onlookers in the present dispute. only 2 men w re on strike in clear the hostility of the union 

There is still anger amongst 1984-85, - a whole shift walked movement to Hammo'nd and co, 
rank and file teachers at our con- AFTER 16 WEeKS on strike, steel- out. Later that day, in an attempt but also it would give militant 
tlnuing low pay, but a diet of workers at Sheffield Forgemasters to boost the ng credibility electricians the clearest possible 
.half-day strikes and <>ccasional have won a significant victory. of the scab the NCB ann- grounds for fighting for the over-
three day stoppages has failed 1400 steelworkers voted on Friday ounced that throw of their leaders. When 
to move the government and the January 31st to accept a peace a job at COHSE was expelled for complying 
employers. formula worked out with ACAS. super-pit. He with Heath's anti-union laws thi!" 

The vast majority of the left Although not a total victory the' officer! led to a fight Inside the union 
in the NUT has aided and abetted strikers have won the retention The conf of the UDM the overthrow of the Right ano 
the leadership in this, in particular of union negotiat ing rights for about the _ their newspaper re-admission to the TUC on the 
the Socialist Teachers Alliance the shop stewards committee, headline proclaimed "Eager basis of opposing the laws. 
(STA). True, it has argued for the right of faCility time for the Belvolrs" _ is warning to the The leaders of the TUC, and 
making the half-day strikes effect- chair and secretary of the JSSC whole NUM. """,Jt:""i:llly to those of the individual unions, show 
ive by taking 'guerilla action'. and the reinstatement of all those who have been jack no sign of wanting to fight Ham-
More recently It has fought to sacked. jones for and mond's scab union plans just 
up the action to one day a week. An important gain in the strike helping keep the as they have shown no stomach 
What it has not done Is to use is the formation of the Joint Shop NUM. for a fight with Murdoch, Shah 
its national network of militants Stewards Committee across two The and co. In fact, all the empty 
- especially those who are national Sites, and the strengthening of was based on posturing, coupled with total Ina-
and local officers - to win the links with other steel workers NUM was 1I1l:.ue.<1,ce' union, bllity to really fight on any imp-

.. ---------------. union away from the strategy and engineers. Plants such as and that had been ortant issue for well over a dec-
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of limited action. Shardlows, which contributed great- defeated. meant keep- ade, strengthens Hammond's hand. 
Ten months ago Workers Power Iy to the solidarity fund, wil be " and not being The rank and file must organise 

supporters argued that, whatever faCing attack themselves under Notts, as far to force Willis and company to 
actions were agreed upon, the the government's Phoenix Plan as act. Resolutions condemning 
aim should be to build for an to 'rationalise' and privatise the decides to write EETPU, and demanding expUlsion 
all out strike. By january Socialist Sheffield steel and engineering NUM and starts should flood into Congress House 
Worker was arguing that we needed industry~ members at Asfor- from all afflllated unions. 
to "consider the possibility of Forgemasters is a victory his new sidekick But expUlsion must be only 
an all out strike". But nowhere for trade union solidarity. It shows wilL run a mile the beginning of a campaign to 
did its teacher comrades argue the bosses can be beaten even The 130 votes transform the TUC from a path-
for such a strategy, presumably after they've sacked everybody in dential election etic, cringing embarrasment into 
so as not to seem 'unrealistic'! and c laimed they're bankrupt. for miner, Barry a federation of mllltant unions 

If we don't want to be sold It is a signal to the prlntworkers Draycott, than 30 that will not only deal with the 
down the river we must act quickly and to the Sile ntnlght strikers- reveals how militant likes of Hammond but also with 
and decisively, motions supporting if we stick it out WE WILL minority is in 
the Executive's rejection of the WIN! Militant m 
offer must be pushed in all Ass- and elsewhere by Andy Smith 
oclations. They should Include in jones & 
the fact that we are willing to will iast only 
carry on fighting. They should doesn't fight 
call on the Executive to launch 0 RECRUITS build a rank 
a national all out strike immed- U M independent of 
iately. In particular the STA should FOR NCB dent of his 
adopt this strategy. Miner editorial 

By relaunchlng an intransigent AT THE END of January Terry fight now for 
c~mpalgn against the employers Hughes, the Leicester UDM leader at Belvoir and 
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the real forces that stand behind 
him; big business and their state. 
This will almost inevitably lead 
to splits with those whose ultimate 
loyalty lies to that state. If that 
should prove necessary then so 
be it •• 
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